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Abstract  
The work of an engineer is closely intertwined with safety. An engineer’s perception of the 
“safety” task is traditionally inherent in his or her design. However, in the technical world most 
machines and systems designed by engineers contain a human element, which engineers 
have to consider in their work. 
In the oil and gas upstream industry – especially drilling, production and workover operations 
– petroleum engineers (including drilling and production engineers) are responsible not only 
for design but also for operational and organizational aspects. The human factor becomes 
more important in complex offshore operations. Incorporating safety into a system design re-
quires identifying, analyzing and evaluating risks and ensuring that any not accounted for are 
taken into consideration. This process requires communication among everyone involved in 
the process. Analyzing analysis of accidents in the oil and gas industry shows that often a lack 
of that communication led to incident triggering events.   
In this thesis, the author proposes a novel communication model that improves this exchange 
of information and supposedly makes the process of risk assessment more effective. In addi-
tion, the new model also incorporates factors such as emotions, feelings, needs and imagina-
tion into the risk assessment process. This broadens the information base for the risk identifi-
cation and analysis and creates an atmosphere of psychological ownership for the stakehold-
ers in the process, which leads to a perceived safety climate in the organization where the new 
model is applied.  
The innovative communication or consultation model, as it is also referred to in risk assess-
ments, is based on a structured process used in conflict resolution called mediation. Mediation 
is an alternative conflict resolution process that is centered on mutual understanding and lis-
tening to each other’s needs. The process is composed of elements that characterize it. These 
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elements of mediation are used to assess other communication processes and to develop new 
communication models. The application of the elements of mediation and the safety-media-
tion consultation into the risk assessment process enables this process to be enhanced with 
human factors such as emotions, feelings, intuition and imagination. The inclusion of all stake-
holders creates psychological ownership, improves communication, enables organizational 
learning and expands the knowledge base for risk analysis.        
The applicability of the safety-mediation consultation process for a human factor-based risk 
assessment is presented and tested using illustrative examples and field cases from the inter-
national oil and gas industry. Possible concerns and limitations are also discussed.  
This thesis shows that mediation and elements of the mediation process can be applied to 
improve communication in the international oil and gas industry. This is facilitated by edu-
cated safety mediators, who help the petroleum engineer and operational crew on a drilling 
rig to achieve a better understanding by ensuring that they hear and fully register each other’s 
needs. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background: Engineering and Safety  
Oil and gas resources are recovered by drilling wells. The well, the drilling process itself and 
the subsequent production operations are designed and supervised by petroleum engineers. 
The engineer is traditionally responsible for the inherent safety of his or her design. Supervis-
ing safety during the drilling and operation of a well is often seen as a management task. Op-
erations management delegates the “operational safety” task to individuals who might not be 
trained engineers or have a good understanding of technical matters. On the other hand, de-
sign engineers do not always fully understand the practical issues associated with a new piece 
of equipment or a newly introduced procedure out in the field.     
According to the Merriam Webster Dictionary, an engineer is “a person who is trained in or 
follows as a profession a branch of engineering” [1]. The same source defines engineering as 
“the application of science and mathematics by which the properties of matter and the 
sources of energy in nature are made useful to people” [1]. 
In his 1963 article “A definition of petroleum engineering” [2], J.C. Calhoun defines the term 
“petroleum engineer” as an individual responsible for a complete understanding and “health-
ful” [2] operation of a system that consists of drilling, producing and operating a well. Calhoun 
does not define the term “healthful.”  
In his 1974 book Drilling Practices Manual, P. Moore1 outlines the following three questions for 
determining if a drilling campaign will be successful: “(1) Will it work? (2) Is it safe? (3) Will costs 
be reduced?” [3, p. ix] (emphasis added by the author). 
The well integrity approach in the oil and gas industry defines important safety goals for drill-
ing as well as for the production engineer. In NORSOK Standard D-0102 (“Well integrity in drill-
ing and well operations”) [4], well integrity is defined as: “application of technical, operational 
and organizational solutions to reduce risk of uncontrolled release of formation fluids and well 
fluids throughout the life cycle of a well” [4] (emphasis added by the author)  
Safety is therefore is an inherent design element for all engineering work in the oil and gas 
industry. The above definition clearly includes the engineer’s responsibility for the technical 
                                                             
1
 The author attended a two-week course on “Advanced Drilling Engineering” conducted by Preston Moore in 
London in the spring of 1983. Moore used the mantra of “The well is talking to you. Listen!” to teach the partici-
pants how to maintain a safe drilling operation. This principle seems to have been forgotten in recent years.  
2
 The NORSOK standards are issued by the Norwegian petroleum industry and are intended to ensure safety and 
cost effectiveness for operations in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea. The NORSOK standard is widely ac-
cepted in other areas. 
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as well as the human elements in the safety design, as indicated by the use of the terms “op-
erational” and “organizational.”    
How is safety achieved? Engineers have a variety of methods and tools for assessing their de-
signs in order to identify and eliminate or minimize risks. Risk assessment entails trying to look 
into the future and to predict what may happen to a system under certain conditions.  
Risk assessment methods are based on a systematic analysis. These methods typically contain 
an element that engineers understand to be the “human factor.” However, how this factor is 
defined varies throughout the oil and gas industry. An engineer considers the technical part 
of the human factor by applying the science of ergonomics in his or her design. However, other 
factors related to the human beings involved in work flows are not considered in design and 
system analysis processes, including psychological factors such as mood, personal likes or dis-
likes, conflicts within teams, and the reactions of individuals or groups to stressful situations. 
Neglecting these factors can lead to accidents, as history has shown. In these cases, the term 
“human error” appears in accident investigation reports. 
To be able to consider these human factors in the system design, the engineer should have an 
elementary understanding of the psychology of the human behavior as well as communica-
tion skills. A vast amount of knowledge about the human side of a system is available within a 
crew or a team, in the form of both “hard” facts (e.g. professionally acquired knowledge and 
past experience) and “soft” facts (e.g. gut feelings and emotions, such as fear and intuition). 
However, this knowledge needs to be exposed.   
A drilling crew on the rig floor has a very good sense of the risks that a newly introduced sys-
tem component or procedure might generate. To make use of this valuable pool of 
knowledge, the design engineer of a new system or procedure first needs to be aware of this 
additional source of information. Second, he or she must be able to ask the right questions 
and create an atmosphere that promotes both trust and a willingness to exchange information 
in order to include this human factor in his or her design. In such cases a “human factor spe-
cialist” who “translates” the different ways in which operational personnel and the design en-
gineer express themselves and mediates the exchange of information is helpful.  
In conflict management, a mediator leads a structured process in order to allow two or more 
conflicting parties to express their needs and together develop solutions to their conflict. 
These mutually agreed solutions are usually sustainable and each party is empowered to con-
tribute to the jointly found solution.  
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This thesis evaluates if this mediation process or elements of mediation can be used to reveal 
the above-described hidden information by initiating and steering communication among the 
stakeholders of a risk assessment process. The main hypothesis is that facilitated communica-
tion and creative solution-finding processes improve the integration of the human factor into 
risk assessment in the international oil and gas industry. The hypothesis is explored and eval-
uated by reviewing information from the literature as well as by analyzing illustrative exam-
ples and case histories.   
1.2  Organization of the Research 
1.2.1 Motivation and Preceding Work 
In 1980, the author was injured in a work-related accident as a student intern on a drilling rig.3 
He consequently made it a professional goal to improve safety in the oil and gas industry. In 
the 1990s, he was part of a design team that worked on solutions to remove personnel from 
risky areas on a drilling rig. The team developed remote-controlled mechanized equipment to 
handle and make up drill pipe, casing and tubing [5], [6]. After this kind of equipment was 
introduced, the accident rate dropped considerably [7]. In 2002, the author was involved in 
studies that explored factors such as gravity and carelessness as root causes of accidents [8]. 
Carelessness is clearly a human factor. When this became apparent, the author realized the 
importance of the human factor in the design of technical solutions. The human factor appears 
in various ways, for example, when individuals are considerate or careless or distracted by a 
certain mood. Groups of humans develop sociological dynamics that can influence the func-
tioning of a technical system in unexpected ways. Communication plays a major role in all 
human interactions. Mismatches in information transfer are often a source of irritation, leading 
to accidents in the worst cases.       
These experiences and observations motivated the author to start researching how commu-
nication can be improved and how the human factor can be better included in risk assess-
ments – which gave rise to the idea to work on this PhD thesis. After he recognized that con-
flict-resolution models such as mediation might be the key, the author enrolled in a master’s 
program on mediation at the University of Hagen in 2014. His master’s thesis [9] lay some 
groundwork for the current study.4  
                                                             
3
 In March 1980, the author was severely injured during a student internship on a drilling rig in northern Germany. 
He was hit by a 12 ¼ stabilizer that slipped out of a sling during lifting operation.     
4
 Parts of the master thesis were published in 2016 [145] and 2017 [148]. While working on this PhD thesis, the 
author published some of his intermediate findings [144]. Some illustrations and parts of these published arti-
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1.2.2 Structure of the Thesis  
The thesis comprises of 7 chapters. The arrangement of these chapters does not stringently 
follows the established structure of dissertations in the field of engineering. The rationale be-
hind this is that the author saw the need to include introductory chapters on mediation, acci-
dent research and risk assessment.  
Chapter 1 explains why safety and risk assessment are closely connected to the work of the 
petroleum engineer. Risk assessment always contains a human element, which is explored 
throughout this thesis. 
Chapter 1.2 describes the way in which this research is conducted. Previous research is ex-
plored and the reason that this study focuses on the upstream sector of the oil and gas indus-
try is explained. The rationale for choosing the narrative qualitative research method is pre-
sented and the data basis and organization of the research are laid out. 
Using the process of mediation as a way to resolve conflicts is described in chapter 2. As no 
common understanding of the term “elements of mediation” seems to exist, the author de-
fines his own set of elements in paragraph 2.3.  
In chapter 3, common causes of accidents, accident prevention methods and risk assessment 
procedures are described.  
In chapter 4, the author proposes a novel model of risk assessment that is based on the medi-
ation process and the elements of mediation defined previously. 
In chapter 5, the new mediation-based risk assessment model as described in chapter 4 is 
tested against selected examples and case histories from the oil and gas industry. 
Chapter 6 critically discusses the previous observations concerning the application of media-
tion and elements of mediation in risk assessment. Constraints to introducing and applying 
the proposed safety model are also identified.  
The thesis concludes with chapter 7, which summarizes the results of the research and offers 
proposals for follow-up research topics. 
                                                             
cles are used in this thesis. When they are assessed as being the author’s own thoughts and intellectual prop-
erty, they may not always be marked as quotations. According to [146] and [147], this is commonly accepted in 
the academic world and in accordance with good practices and standards of scientific work. 
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1.2.3 Focus on the Upstream Sector (Exploration, Drilling, Production) 
The research focuses on the upstream sector of the international oil and gas industry. For the 
purpose of this thesis, this industry is defined as the activity of companies involved in the ex-
ploration and production of hydrocarbons. The upstream sector is the area of activity that in-
volves the drilling and production of hydrocarbons, in particular following the path of the hy-
drocarbons from the reservoir downhole to the surface (through a borehole or well).  
The oil and gas industry’s downstream sector comprises the distribution of crude oil and nat-
ural gas from the borehole to the consumer. It is similar to sectors such as the chemical indus-
try and is not of particular interest of this thesis.  
This study concentrates on companies that are active on a larger geographical scale, including 
companies that operate globally and employ a wide range of nationalities. 
These companies can be categorized into the following groups: 
 Operator companies, which own hydrocarbon exploration and production licenses 
and are often consortia of individual companies; 
 Drilling contractors, which provide the people and equipment needed to drill wells; 
and 
 Service companies, which perform all of the tasks necessary to drill and complete a 
well, evaluate the geology and quality the reservoir.  
1.2.4 Definition of the Term “International Oil and Gas Industry” 
The term “international” can be taken literally. The international oil and gas industry is differ-
ent from most other industries. Companies that explore and drill offshore, especially in inter-
national waters, have a number of characteristics that makes their operations unique.  
The list of the world’s largest operating companies contains names such as Exxon-Mobil 
(United States), Royal Dutch Shell (the Netherlands), Chevron (United States), PetroChina 
(China), Total (France) and BP (United Kingdom) [10]. These companies often have operative 
headquarters that differ from the headquarters they have established for tax purposes. Some 
drilling contractors, especially those that operate large fleets of offshore drilling rigs, are head-
quartered in places that are not usually associated with any offshore activity. For example, 
Transocean Ltd., which is one of the largest offshore drilling contractors, has its headquarters 
in Zug, Switzerland (!). 
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Floating offshore rigs and jack-up rigs are legally considered “ships” and often carry flags from 
countries that do not match the home of the company that operates them. A large number of 
offshore drilling rigs operate under flags of countries such as Liberia, Bermuda and the Baha-
mas. Safety regulations are often similar to those found in Europe and the United States, but 
the authorities may be less strict in ensuring that they are applied.      
Crews operating on international offshore drilling rigs are recruited from a variety of countries, 
very similar to the crews for internationally operating ships. In addition to the variety of lan-
guages that these crewmembers speak, their different cultural backgrounds also present chal-
lenges when it comes to a common understanding of risk and safety.  
Operating structures have often grown historically. No commonly agreed standard of compe-
tencies or qualifications exists for people who lead a drilling operation. Unlike the aviation 
industry, where almost all countries have very similar requirements for commercial pilot li-
censes, no “international pilot license” of any sort is required to operate a drilling rig.  
The current low market price for hydrocarbons,5 especially for oil, creates an enormous pres-
sure on the operations to keep costs low while keeping up the safety standards. 
1.2.5 Research Methodology and the Rationale for Choosing It 
In 1959, the British scientist and novelist C.P. Snow described a gap in western society between 
what he called the intellectuals and the scientists [11]. He recognized two completely different 
ways of thinking and even talked about two different “cultures.”  
Snow’s work influenced later research. Petroski [12], Shaffer [13] and Stichweh [13] further de-
veloped his ideas and identified cultural differences, especially between sciences of the hu-
manities and arts on the one hand and engineering and natural sciences on the other. In this 
context, the cultural differences are characterized by completely different ways of both per-
forming the scientific work and communicating. The humanities scientist and the engineer 
hardly understand each other.    
Shaffer describes a “third culture” that bridges the gaps between cultures and mediates the 
communications process [13] (see Figure 1). Whether this third culture is actually being pro-
vided by social scientists, as claimed by some, is not relevant at this point. What is relevant is 
that there seems to be consensus that a more holistic approach is needed in order for various 
                                                             
5
 As of November 7, 2016: Brent Crude, day range USD 45.38 – 46.38/bbl (source: https://www.bloom-
berg.com/energy). 
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branches of sciences to effectively work together and understand each other. No group is iso-
lated. The engineer has to understand that the human factor is not only the measurable data 
that describes the work environment but also concerns the needs of the humans involved in 
a technical system. Both sides, humanities scientists and engineers can learn from each other. 
Quantitative and qualitative research are two basic scientific methods. An engineer often pre-
fers quantitative research, as it involves analyzing measurable data and presenting the results 
in charts and comparable numbers [14].  
In their essay “Qualitative research in engineering education,” Kevin Kelly and Brian Bowe of 
the Dublin Institute of Technology encourage engineers to look into the features of qualitative 
research [14]. They claim that the drawbacks of quantitative research including being less flex-
ible than qualitative research and looking only at certain details of a larger problem. Kelly and 
Bowe find that qualitative research is more flexible. It can show trends and patterns, especially 
in interactions that involve humans.  
 
Figure 1 The bridge between the two “cultures,” according to C.P. Snow and [11], [13] and [13] (original illustration) 
 
 
As this study involves exploring the influence of human factors on a technical system, it seems 
appropriate to choose the qualitative research method.  
1.2.6 Data Basis and Organization of the Research 
The data basis for the qualitative research stems from statements, cases and findings identified 
through a systematic review of the literature. This review is based on publications from the 
international oil and gas industry, mainly the OnePetro6 database maintained by the Society 
of Petroleum Engineers,7 and relevant literature from other industries and scientific disciplines. 
                                                             
6
 See http://www.onepetro.org. 
7
 See http://www.spe.org. 
“Third Culture“:
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Other relevant literature was found in disciplines such as psychology, work safety, communi-
cations as well as conflict resolution (mediation).    
To determine if mediation and mediative elements can lead to an improved risk analysis pro-
cess in the international oil and gas industry, the following steps are performed: 
 The mediation process is described (paragraph 2.2). Mediative elements and their ap-
plicability to the various steps in a risk assessment process are defined and systemati-
cally listed (paragraph 2.3). 
 The text of this dissertation is coded using the elements of mediation (as listed in Table 
6) that apply to a particular context or described situation. This helps to provide a bet-
ter understanding of each element as it has been defined and illustrates its applicabil-
ity in proposed processes and practical examples. This coding is noted throughout the 
dissertation, especially in the analysis of the situation in the international oil and gas 
industry (chapter 5).            
 The terms human factor, human factor in risk assessment, safety culture and safety 
climate (according to [15] and [16]) are defined and discussed (chapter 3).   
 A new communication model for risk assessments is proposed based on the common 
mediation process. Applicable elements of mediation (EoM) are also developed and 
discussed (chapter 4). 
 The main theses are tested against selected illustrative examples and case histories 
from the international upstream oil and gas industry (chapter 5).  
 Concerns and limitations of the proposed model are discussed (chapter 6). 
1.3 Research Questions 
It is people who create processes. Do they fully understand a process? Are they able to oversee 
the entire complexity of what they are designing? It is usually a group of people working on a 
system and process design. How do the group dynamics and individual relationships among 
team members influence the results of the work?  
At the same time, each process has an interface that interacts with human beings at least at 
one point. Do systems take into account that the interaction can vary, depending on the per-
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son or group on the other side of the interface? Do they reflect the behavior of these individ-
uals and groups in different conditions and situations, such as when they must take decisions 
in stressful circumstances? 
Accident reports often cite human error as the cause of an incident or accident. Sometimes 
this human error is a wrong decision that someone has taken; in other scenarios, people have 
neglected rules or found a work-around for regulations. What drives this behavior?  
The human factor in any system is complex. Individuals form groups. Moods, thoughts and 
feelings may influence decisions that are vital for the system to work. Communication issues 
and conflicts within a team may lead to wrong decisions. How can the complex human rela-
tionships within a team be improved? 
Is “human error” a term that is even permissible in an accident evaluation report? Is neglecting 
the human factor a design flaw?  
Questions such as how conflicts within a team can be prevented, how communication can be 
improved and how all parties involved in a process can be motivated to participate in the risk 
assessment process motivated the author of this thesis to start his research.  
One of the main questions to be investigated is as follows: Can the process of mediation or 
EoMs be used to improve the integration of the human factor in order to strengthen the risk 
assessment process in the oil and gas industry and ultimately improve the work safety envi-
ronment?  
Serious incidents and accidents in the international oil and gas industry have shown that there 
is a need to improve the way risks are assessed and understood. How can this be achieved?    
This thesis addresses these questions and others by analyzing human behavior and looking 
into innovative methods for improving understanding and communication, especially in risk 
assessment.  
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2 Conflicts and Conflict Resolution  
This chapter describes the mediation process as a solution for conflict resolution. Chapter 4 
outlines an innovative use of this process and its elements in risk assessment.  
Communication among team members can only be improved if a basic understanding of hu-
man behavior is present. Conflicts play a significant role in day-to-day interactions when peo-
ple work together, especially in sectors in which a large number of people both live and work 
in a confined space, such as an offshore platform.  
Conflicts may arise wherever human beings interact. The science of psychology links a large 
proportion of conflicts to unfulfilled or neglected needs [17], [18].  
Conflict resolution strategies such as (modern) mediation make use of this observation. They 
are based on the expression and recognition of these needs.  
In the current research, the term “human factor” is used in a way that human needs are con-
sidered in a process (e.g. risk assessment, design) and that the communication in this process 
is based on empathy and consideration in order to empower participants to express their 
needs adequately8.  
2.1 Human Needs 
In 1943, Abraham Maslow, a pioneer in motivation research, defined the basic needs that drive 
all human beings as follows [17]: 
 Fundamental physiological needs (e.g. for food, air, water, shelter from the elements 
and sex) 
 Safety and security needs (e.g. for stability, protection and order); 
 Love and belongingness needs (e.g. for love, belongingness and affection); 
 Esteem needs (e.g. for self-respect, the esteem of others and prestige); and 
 Self-actualization needs (summarized by Maslow as “What a man can be, he must be” 
[17]). 
                                                             
8
 A more detailed definition of the human factor, especially in regards to risk assessments, is provided in para-
graph 3.3 
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Maslow organized these needs into a hierarchy that he claims reflects how individuals address 
them: once the needs at a certain level are satisfied, the goal becomes fulfilling the needs at 
the next level. For instance, humans whose fundamental physiological needs are satisfied will 
seek to establish a safe and protected environment. Once this environment is assured, they 
will seek to fulfill their love and belongingness needs.  
In 1970, Maslow further detailed his hierarchy of needs by adding two classes of needs be-
tween the love and esteem needs [19], namely: 
 Cognitive needs (e.g. for knowledge and meaning); and 
 Aesthetic needs (e.g. for the appreciation of beauty and balance). 
On top of this hierarchy, Maslow added the transcendence needs, which reflect a desire to 
help others to achieve self-actualization.  
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is often depicted as a pyramid (see Figure 2, which depicts the 
needs in a typical work environment). 
 
Figure 2 Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (original ilustration, adapted from [18]) 
 
According to psychologists, human needs are an important motivator. The consideration of 
each other’s needs plays an important role in conflict resolution and, as is shown later in this 
thesis, the fulfillment of needs is instrumental in facilitating safety requirements.  
Fundamental Physiological Needs 
Safety and Security
Love and Belongingness Needs 
Cognitive Needs 
Aesthetic Needs
Esteem Needs
Transcendence Needs
Self Actuation Needs
in work environment
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Another well-known set of needs can be found in Marshall Rosenberg’s work concerning non-
violent communication [18] (see 0). Rosenberg uses different wording than Maslow, but many 
of the needs the two authors describe are comparable.   
2.2 Mediation as a Process for Conflict Resolution  
The conflict resolution methodology that involves using a mediator can be traced back over 
2000 years [20]. Based on the work of psychologists as well as of communication and motiva-
tion researchers such as Rogers (keyword “client-centered therapy” [21]), Rosenberg (keyword 
“nonviolent communication” [18]) and Maslow (keyword “pyramid of needs” [17]), the modern 
approach to conflict resolution is based on empathy, expressing needs and communication 
feedback strategies such as “active listening.”  
Gary Friedman, Jack Himmelstein and Leonard Riskin were among the first to develop a struc-
tured process that served as the basis for our modern understanding of mediation [22], [23].  
In their book Mediation Through Understanding (as cited in [24]), Friedman and Himmelstein 
presented their understanding of what mediation is:  
“Mediation is a voluntary process in which the parties make deci-
sions together based on their understanding of their own views, 
each other’s, and the reality they face.” [24]  
 
In their 2006 article [23], Friedman and Himmelstein describe the “understanding-based 
model of mediation” that they developed together in the 1980s. This model is founded on: 
 “Developing understanding”; 
 “Going underneath the problem”; 
 “Party responsibility”; and 
 “Working together.” [23] 
This model and the work of other pioneers in the field of mediation ( [25], [20], [26]) were used 
to develop the phase model of mediation, which is commonly accepted in conflict resolution.   
In today’s understanding, mediation is a structured process in which an independent third 
party, namely the mediator, helps two or more conflicting parties to identify the cause of their 
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conflict and to develop and agree on a sustainable solution. The mediator establishes com-
munication between the conflicting parties and guides them through a few phases. If conflict-
ing parties are to start an open and preferably creative conflict solution dialog, it is critical that 
they are able to listen to and understand each other’s needs [27]. 
In an early stage of the process, each conflicting party states its positions. Simplified examples 
of their statements are “I want this,” “I am right and you are wrong” and “I want you to stop 
doing…” In alternative conflict resolution processes such as mediation, these positions are not 
helpful in finding a joint solution to the conflict that will be accepted by all parties. The medi-
ator must encourage the parties to shift to focusing instead on the underlying interests or 
needs behind these positions.9 This shift is seen as a key to a successful mediation process.   
The mediation process assumes that every conflict stems from one conflicting party neglect-
ing at least one need of another conflicting party. When the mediation process enables each 
party to both express the needs behind its own position and listen to those behind the posi-
tions of their opponent(s), options for solutions can start to be developed. One principle of 
mediation is the responsibility for the conflicting parties to develop their own solutions. The 
best solution option will be the one that considers each side’s needs; the conflicting parties 
will most likely agree on this option as their joint solution to solve the conflict. 
The process of mediation often follows a structure that can be divided into the following 
phases [26]:  
 Preparation of the process; 
 Statements of positions, collection of subjects to be discussed; 
 Determination of the underlying needs of all conflicting parties;  
 Creative development of several options to solve the conflict; 
 Joint assessment of these options, development of solution(s); and  
 Mutual agreement by the parties. 
 
                                                             
9
 No common understanding of the terms “interests” and “needs” seems to exist. While the term “position” is rela-
tively clear, interests can be “hidden” (in the sense of a hidden agenda) or needs as they are understood for ex-
ample by Maslow [17] or Rosenberg [18].  
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Figure 3 shows a simplified flow chart of this process. The most important step is the transition 
between the positions of the conflicting parties to interests or needs (see paragraph 2.2). The 
theory of mediation asserts that once the underlying needs behind the positions of the con-
flicting parties have been expressed and understood by all, the solution-finding phase will en-
sue.10  
The style and personality of the mediator determine if and how deeply he or she is involved in 
the solution-finding process. The mediator is ideally completely neutral and just leads the 
communication process. In the real world, however, the mediator often helps to overcome 
obstacles in the solution-finding process and even expresses his or her own opinion about a 
possible path to success, especially when asked by the conflicting parties. Nonetheless, it is 
important that the mediator remains neutral and impartial; this has also been defined as being 
an “all-party” mediator, which means that the mediator values the interests of all parties as 
well as the mediation process. The mediator should never have the power to enforce any so-
lution; agreement concerning how to solve the conflict is the sole responsibility of the con-
flicting parties.  
 
Figure 3 Simplified flow chart of a classical mediation process (original ilustration) 
                                                             
10
 This transition resembles the team building or group development dynamics designed by Tuckman in 1965: 
forming, storming, norming, performing [66] (see Table 5).   
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The mediation methodology and process might not be directly applicable to world of complex 
processes and their risk assessments. However, there are indeed EoMs that seem to be appli-
cable for avoiding or solving team and group conflicts and getting people involved in pro-
cesses in order to increase their ownership of the process design – which in turn increases their 
acceptance of rules and regulations. 
2.3 Elements of Mediation  
Mediation is a structured communication process that is based on distinct principles that char-
acterize it and set it apart from other ways of solving conflicts. Based on this process, this thesis 
develops a new way of assessing and analyzing risks, namely safety mediation (see chapter 4). 
As the safety-mediation process is assembled from elements of the conflict-solving model, the 
term “element of mediation” is defined in this chapter.     
A common understanding of EoM could not be spotted in the literature.11 The author thus 
defined his own list of the EoMs that appear to be valuable to the subject of this thesis. This 
list was created using a literature review, sources such as personal discussions with safety ad-
visors and mediators, and the author’s own academic and professional experience as a medi-
ator.12  
Each EoM is assigned a number and a short description. Whenever a section or other compo-
nent of this thesis can be assigned to an EoM, the text is coded accordingly. To assist the reader 
in developing a better understanding of each element, the coding is utilized throughout the 
thesis, especially in the analysis of the situation in the international oil and gas industry (chap-
ter 5).        
A good way to start the list is to acknowledge that a mediation process is structured, as noted 
in a common definition [27]. 
EoM #1: Structured Process  Mediation is a structured process. 
A useful list of some elements applicable to this research can also be found in the “Fundamen-
tal Elements of Mediation” chapter of the Workshop Manual of the United Nations Division of 
                                                             
11
 A literature review shows that the term “elements of mediation” appears in publications for the first time in the 
1970s; for example, it was utilized by Thibaud and Walker [27] in 1978. The term is often generically used in con-
nection with alternative conflict resolutions, mainly in family law [28], [29]. A definition term and common un-
derstanding of this term seem to be missing. 
12
 A partial list of these elements (i.e. 2 to 9) was first provided in the author’s master’s thesis [144, pp. 8-9]. 
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Economic and Social Affairs/United Nations Development Programme [28].13 This list contains 
six elements that seem to provide a good foundation for the purposes of the current research. 
 
EoM #2: Voluntary Participation  All participants (including the mediator) 
take part in a mediation process on a vol-
untary basis. No one can be forced to par-
ticipate. 
 
EoM #3: Acceptance of Mediator  As the leader of the structured process, the 
mediator has to be accepted by all parties. 
 
EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" Mediator  The mediator is an impartial “all-party” par-
ticipant in the process, which means that 
he or she values the interests of all parties 
as well as the mediation process. 
 
EoM #5: Mediator Leads the Process  The mediator is the facilitator and leader of 
the process. He or she guides the other par-
ticipants through the process in order for 
them to communicate and find solutions. 
 
 
EoM #6: Self-Responsibility 
 
 It is the sole self-responsibility of the con-
flicting parties to determine the contents 
of the mediation process, solutions and de-
cisions. The mediator has no power to 
make any decisions regarding conflict res-
olution (although he or she can offer sug-
gestions if so accepted by the participants). 
 
 
                                                             
13
 Governance and Public Administration Branch Division for Public Economics and Public Administration Depart-
ment of Economic and Social Affairs United Nations. 
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EoM #7: Considering the Needs 
 
 The mediation method reflects the inter-
ests of all conflict parties, in consideration 
of their needs. The process is not about 
who is right or wrong or who is more pow-
erful at the end. 
 
In addition to these basic elements, the literature provides a few further elements that might 
be of interest in the current study.  
EoM #8: Transparency  All conflicting parties need to make their 
decisions based on a common pool of infor-
mation. The mediator’s task is to ensure 
that the process is kept transparent. If nec-
essary, he or she must compensate for defi-
cits of relevant information [27]. 
 
EoM #9: Confidentiality 
 
 The mediation process is kept confidential 
[27]. The 2008 EU directive on certain as-
pects of mediation in civil and commercial 
matters [29] specifically mentions the im-
portance of confidentiality in mediation 
processes. Some countries (e.g. Germany) 
have established laws that require media-
tors to maintain confidentiality [30]. 
 
Some additional principles of mediation can be included in the current research in order to 
evaluate if they are of any relevance for the study’s goal:  
EoM #10: Equalization of Power  Especially in mediation processes in which 
power is not equally distributed, a mediator 
should try to equalize power differences. 
This entails ensuring that the weaker party’s 
message is fully understood by the more 
powerful party and vice versa. The mediator 
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should make sure that all parties, independ-
ent of their position in the hierarchy, can ex-
press their positions, interests and needs 
equally. 
 
 
EoM #11: All-Party Involvement 
 
 For a mediation process to be successful, it 
is important that all parties concerned are 
involved. In smaller groups, the involvement 
can be direct; in larger groups, representa-
tives can be chosen for practical reasons.  
 
EoM #12: Mediative Communication  
 
 Successful mediation requires the mediator 
being able to communicate with the con-
flicting parties in an empathic way. To this 
end, he or she may use techniques such as 
active listening, reframing, mirroring and el-
ements of non-violent language [31], [18], 
[21]. 
 
EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox 
 
 
 A successful mediator can draw on tech-
niques derived from other fields, such as 
psychology and psychotherapy. His or her 
toolbox may include techniques for shifting 
the positions and perspectives of the con-
flicting parties. Some of these tools are par-
ticular to the transformative approach of 
conflict management [25].  
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EoM #14: Storytelling14 
 
 Telling stories and using metaphors are 
among the tools that a mediator can use in 
difficult situations. A story, picture or meta-
phor can trigger the development of new 
ideas and can help individuals to understand 
each other better [32]. A mediator can also 
inspire conflicting parties to use their own 
metaphors or stories in order to increasing 
understanding.  
2.4 Expected Outcome of a Successful Mediation Process 
If a mediation process follows the model defined by the EoMs, the best-case scenario sees the 
conflicting parties developing their own solutions to a conflict (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility). These 
self-developed solutions are considered sustainable due to the self-empowerment and self-
activation that the participants experience [25].          
2.4.1 Ownership Creates Acceptance  
Many parents know that trying to forbid their children from doing something makes the chil-
dren immediately want to do whatever is forbidden, even if they are presented a warning in 
combination with an explanation [33]. Psychologists have dubbed this natural human reaction 
“reactance.”15 [34]  
They key term here is free will, which is the ability of an individual to follow his or her own will 
and is a very strong motivator. Free will implies that self-developed solutions are more likely 
to be accepted by conflicting parties (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility). 
                                                             
14
 The author added this element after a discussion with Lillian Espinoza-Gala in November 2016 [83]. In Espinoza-
Gala’s opinion, storytelling was one of the important elements in the Macondo investigations. It can be a valua-
ble teaching/learning tool (apprentice-master relationship).   
15
 It is often confusing if one field of science uses words that are already occupied by another field. In the case of 
reactance, the term also seems plausible for engineers as in engineering the electric reactance is the opposition 
to a change, for example, of voltage due to the capacitance of a capacitor. Similar behaviors are shown by in-
ductors and in magnetism.  
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2.4.2 Sustainable Solutions 
A solution to a conflict that is presented by an outside party (such as a judge or an arbitrator) 
may cause psychological reactance in the conflicting parties. Self-developed solutions (EoM #6: 
Self-Responsibility) are more likely to be accepted. 
2.4.3 Transformative Approach leading to Self-Actuation  
In the transformative approach according to Bush and Folger [25] a mediation process does 
not only solve the actual conflict but empowers the conflict parties to deal with similar issues 
by themselves in the future. The conflicting parties recognize that they are capable of dealing 
and negotiating with each other. This leads to a self-actuation of the participant’s abilities. This 
is of advantage especially in situations where conflict parties have to deal with similar situa-
tions on and on in the future, such as in work situations.    
2.5 Summary of Chapter 2 
This chapter has outlined the mediation process in conflict resolution and negotiation situa-
tions. As the partitioning of this process into descriptive and characteristic elements (i.e. EoMs) 
is insufficient in the existing literature, the author has defined his own set of EoMs. The out-
come of the mediation process is described.   
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3 Accidents and Accident Prevention using Risk Assessment 
According to the World Health Organization, accident and sickness costs account for up to 5% 
of a country’s total gross domestic product (referenced after [16]). Using this figure, Zohar [16] 
calculates that such costs total approximately USD 550 billion  in the United States annually.  
On a smaller scale, organizations also recognized early on that accidents costs are an im-
portant factor in their cost calculations. In addition to direct costs pertaining to work-related 
accidents and incidents, companies also face liability risks for additional damages.  
Combined with external stressors such as government regulations, social responsibilities and 
the need to find competent employees, the cost factor was one of the initial motivators for 
companies to look into ways to reduce the number of accidents and to establish systems to 
improve work safety [35]. 
A report published by the European Commission [36] presents data on the cost impact that 
major accidents in the North Sea have had (Table 1). 
Table 1 Major property damage losses to North Sea offshore facilities [36, p. 6]
16
 
 
 
The report notes that to be considered major, an accident must meet the following criteria: 
 Entail multiple fatalities; 
 Result in the total loss of or severe damage to an offshore platform; and 
 Lead to a minimum of 1000 bbl (= 136 tons) of oil being spilled [36, pp. 3-4]. 
                                                             
16
 The original source quoted in the EU report The 100 Largest Losses 1972-2009: Large Property Damage Losses 
in the Hydrocarbon-Chemical Industries, 2009, Marsh Property Risk Consulting, is no longer available online. 
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The report also lists the risk factors that insurers claim to be the most important for offshore 
drilling operations, namely: 
 The worst-case discharge rate from a well; 
 The time it would take to drill a relief well; 
 Water and drilling depth; 
 Well temperature; 
 Well angle; and 
 Well pressure [37, p. 18]. 
In addition to monetary issues, environmental and societal considerations17 are also making 
companies increasingly concerned about minimizing the risks of the impact of an accident.   
The European Community’s report Safety of Offshore Oil and Gas Operations: Lessons from 
Past Accident Analysis [38, p. 35] lists some human-related causes of offshore oil and gas acci-
dents (based on the World Offshore Accident Database, which is owned by the company 
DNV18). The analysis considered 6189 (reported19) cases contained in the database, covering 
the period between 1970 and 2009.    
Figure 4 shows that 37% of the human-caused accidents (or 866 events) were due to unsafe 
procedures and 44% (or 1030 events) due to an absence of procedures. The report mentions 
that 86% of the analyzed events (or 5323 events) were not human related. However, this does 
not necessarily mean that these incidents did not result from human actions; it could just be 
that no human cause was specifically reported. 
 
    
                                                             
17
 Societies are very sensitive to anything happening in the oil and gas industry. For example, environmental and 
drinking water concerns have led to a lack of support for hydraulic fracturing operations in Europe. 
18
 The World Offshore Accident Database (owner: DNV) was not directly accessible by the author due a fee (GBP 
4,198 for one year of access) that was well beyond the study’s budget.  
19
 The document mentions that the reporting of events and accidents is not mandatory in many parts of the 
world. For instance, Africa seems to be underrepresented in the number of accidents [38, p. 28]. 
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Figure 4 Distribution of accidents by type of human-related cause for accidents in the World Offshore Accident Database 
(quoted in [38]) 
 
3.1 How Accidents Occur: Reason’s Swiss Cheese Model  
Figure 5 shows a model developed by J. Reason [39] that represents the path of a possible 
error through a line-up of barriers. The barriers can be decisions made by humans or tech-
nical errors. Although each individual barrier has been designed to prevent the error, it is as-
sumed that no barrier is 100% foolproof. 
 
Figure 5 The chain of error, also known as the Swiss cheese model (adapted from [40] and [39]) 
 
An error’s path may usually bypass a barrier through the “holes” depicted in the model (which 
gives rise to the model also being known as the “Swiss cheese model”) but should be stopped 
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by the next barrier. The random shape and distribution of the holes represent the fact that a 
barrier’s failure does not follow a predictable pattern.    
What is often called the “concatenation of unfortunate circumstances” results in an error being 
able to bypass each barrier through a chain of holes that are randomly aligned, which leads to 
an accident.  
3.2 Risk Assessment Principles 
In an organization, risks are controlled by a coordinated effort known as risk management. Risk 
management uses policies, procedures and activities to identify, to monitor and to reduce risks 
[41]. One tool that it utilizes to identify possible hazards and weak points in the aforemen-
tioned barriers is a process called risk assessment. Risk identification can be undertaken by a 
single risk analyst. Another option is that the risk analyzer performs a one-to-one interview 
with the   person occupying the work place in to be analyzed. The third option is a group dis-
cussion, where the group is led by the analyst (see Table 2).  
Table 2 Examples of ways to identify risks, classified by degree of project team involvement (adapted from [42]) 
 
Risk analyst (alone) One-to-one interview, the ana-
lyst interviews a single 
Group led by analyst  
Personal experience of the analyst 
Review of project files 
Review of historical data 
 
Personal experience of the analyst 
Communication abilities 
 
Personal experience of the analyst 
Communication abilities 
Facilitation  
Assorted methods, such as: 
- Brainstorming 
- Scenario building 
- The nominal group tech-
nique 
- The Delphi technique 
- Safety mediation 
 
 
 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines risk as an “effect of uncer-
tainty of objectives” in the ISO Guide 73 (“Risk management – Vocabulary”) [41]. In this defini-
tion, an effect is a deviation from what is expected and objectives can have different aspects. 
In relation the subject of this thesis, the objective would be to have a safe work environment 
and prevent or minimize any accidents.   
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Engineers employ collective knowledge, mathematical principles and applied scientific meth-
ods to design bridges, buildings, offshore platforms, and oil and gas wells. Both the construc-
tion and operation of these items are part of the engineering design. Petroleum engineers are 
responsible for the design of wells to be drilled, the economic exploitation of the reservoir and 
the operating procedures for the drilling rig during the drilling and completion phases as well 
as the production period of the oil and gas.  
Engineers use known principles that have already been found to be effective to complete their 
designs in a manner that has been declared as “safe.” Design factors, for example as they are 
stated in casing design standards and recommendations (e.g. [43], [44]), are used by the engi-
neer to select appropriate material and a design so that unexpected pressures and stresses 
during casing running, cementation and a well’s production period are well within its property 
limits, resulting in a safety factor. The well barrier principle requires at least two functioning 
well barriers in every phase of the drilling and production operation throughout a well’s life-
time [4]. This is based on the assumption that during an unexpected failure of one well barrier 
(or of a well barrier element that leads to the failure of a well barrier), the second barrier will 
prevent the uncontrolled release of formation fluid.   
As noted previously, these principles reflect knowledge and experience that indicate that their 
application will prevent failure in the future.  
Any operation that goes beyond the established standard procedures and calculations re-
quires a prediction of what might happen and an assessment of how and if any failure or acci-
dent can be prevented or any risk can at least be minimized.  
Making such a prediction requires a forecast of future happenings (or, as in accident preven-
tion: the non-happening of an accident) based on both an understanding of the past and col-
lective knowledge. The following quotation is attributed to the physicist Niels Bohr: “Predic-
tion is very difficult, especially about the future.” (quoted in [45]). As the process of risk assess-
ment entails making predictions about the future, engineers should keep this quotation in 
mind.  
A view into the future involves uncertainties. The goal of a quantitative risk assessment is to 
estimate the probability of a risk occurring and the impact an error might have. It seems that 
detecting and revealing risks does not come naturally to humans. Veteran NASA systems en-
gineer Gentry Lee stated “Risk mitigation is painful, not a natural act for humans to perform” 
(quoted in [46, p. 2] and [47]). 
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The American Bureau of Shipping (ABS), which is responsible for the offshore oil and gas in-
dustry in the United States, notes in its publication Risk Assessment Applications for the Ma-
rine and Offshore Oil and Gas Industries [48] the following questions that are the basis for all 
risk assessments: “i) What can go wrong? ii) How likely is it? iii) What are the impacts?” [48, p. 
11] (see Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6 Elements of risk assessment according to the American Bureau of Shipping (adapted from [48]) 
 
According to the ABS, the risk assessment itself is based on: 
 Experience and historical data; 
 The analytical method selected; and 
 Knowledge and judgment [48]. 
In ISO Guide 73 [41], the overall risk assessment process is defined as being composed of three 
individual processes (see Figure 7 ):  
 Risk assessment: The process through which risks are found, recognized and de-
scribed. 
 Risk analysis: The process through which a risk’s nature is explored and its level is esti-
mated. 
 Risk evaluation: The process through which identified risks are compared against a 
predefined list of risk criteria and decisions are made as to whether each risk can be 
tolerated [41].  
Risk Understanding
How likely
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go wrong?
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Figure 7 Principles of the risk management process (adapted from [49, p. 11]) 
 
Risk assessments are based on either historical experience or analytical methods of knowledge 
and judgment. Risks can be assessed and analyzed in numerous ways (see Appendix B). All 
methods utilize an information pool that is collected and then assessed.  
The factors to be analyzed depend on the application. Factors that are relevant to analyze in 
an oil and gas-drilling project are listed in Table 3. 
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Table 3 Example of a risk assessment index system for an oil and gas drilling engineering cooperation project (adapted from [50]) 
 
Factor classification Factor based on 
Natural  Geology 
 
Technological  Borehole stability 
Drilling fluid property 
Torque and friction (drag) 
Cementing quality (centralizers) 
 
Management  Management organization 
Management policy and implementation 
Management staff 
Risk education and training 
 
Economic  Risk education/training fees and prize fund  
Cost of technical measures cost 
Industrial hygiene technical measurements 
Labor insurance supplies fees 
 
Frequency of accidents General frequency of accidents 
Personal frequency of accidents 
Frequency of accidents in a particular sector (e.g. min-
ing) 
Environmental pollution severity 
 
Distribution and loss of staff  Operating personnel density 
Operating personnel quantity 
Economic loss per capita 
 
Relief capability Number of available ambulance staff 
Ambulance equipment 
Distance to the adjacent ambulance teams 
 
Contract risk Objective risk 
Reneging on agreements 
 
 
Risk is analyzed and can for example be depicted in a risk matrix (see Figure 8). Such a matrix 
provides an overview of the possible impact (Y-axis) and probability (X-axis) of an occurrence 
and enables the engineer to select the accepted risk envelope (in Figure 8: yellow ellipsis = 
medium risk, red ellipsis = high risk).  
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Figure 8 Risk matrix with high and medium risk envelopes (adapted from [51, p. 9]) 
  
Nevertheless, all quantitative (i.e. analytical) and qualitative risk assessments are based on the 
information available. In engineering, a large collective knowledge has been amassed over 
time and is reflected in engineering standards and “state-of-the-art” methods. However, the 
more complex a system becomes, the less an engineer can rely on his or her standard meth-
ods. Every risk assessment of a complex system requires an engineer to factor additional con-
siderations in and use new information collection methods (including to reveal hidden infor-
mation).    
In ISO Standard 31000 (Risk Management – Principles and Guidelines) [52], the information 
requirement is defined as follows:  
Risk management is based on the best available information. 
The inputs to the process of managing risk are based on information sources such as 
historical data, experience, stakeholder feedback, observation, forecasts and expert 
judgement. However, decision makers should inform themselves of, and should take 
into account, any limitations of the data or modelling used or the possibility of diver-
gence among experts. [52, p. 7]  
 
3.3 The Human Factor in Risk Assessment 
The key to a successful risk assessment process is to gather the appropriate information, which 
is referred to as collective knowledge above. David Blockley’s book Safety Engineering [53, p. 
24] quotes the ancient Greek philosopher Plato: “How can we know what we don't know?”  
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The ISO Guide 73 “Risk Management – Vocabulary” [41] defines a stakeholder as a “person or 
organization that can affect, be affected by, or perceive themselves to be affected by a deci-
sion or activity.” This includes decision makers. The same guide also states that during the 
communication and consultation process, “continual and iterative processes that an organi-
zation conducts to provide, share or obtain information and to engage in dialogue with stake-
holders…regarding the management of risk…” [41, p. 3]. This pool of stakeholders is where 
the human factor becomes important in the process of risk assessment (EoM #11: All-Party Involve-
ment, EoM #12: Mediative Communication).   
Rasmussen et al. [54] depict risk management in a hazardous work process in the context of 
various research disciplines, external and internal relationships (respectively company-regula-
tors and within a company), and external stressors such as political climate, societal expecta-
tions, and market and economic conditions (see Figure 9). 
 
Figure 9 Risk assessment in the context of research disciplines, regulations and external stressors (adapted from [54]) 
 
  
Human Factor
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This thesis looks at the human factor’s role in the entire risk assessment process. The research 
disciplines that are involved in this process are mainly as follows: 
 Psychology (safety psychology, psychology of accidents); 
 Human factor engineering;  
 Communications; and  
 Human-machine interaction (see section 3.3.1). 
The “design” fields (e.g. ergonomics and mechanical, chemical, electrical and process engi-
neering) also need to be involved in risk management. At the same time, the management of 
risks is embedded into organizational and general management processes.  
The following definition of the human factor originates from the author. It deviates from the 
definition that is commonly used in connection with ergonomic engineering and ergonomic 
design.20 In the context of this research, the human factor is defined as the inclusion of human 
mental and corporal well-being into the design and operation of any machine or process as it 
is used in the (offshore) oil and gas industry.  
The procedure of determining the possible risk that a process entails (as a preparation for de-
signing or operating a machine) involves the human factor if  
- all of the relevant people (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement) who are designing and operating 
a machine have been encouraged and empowered to express their concerns (EoM #10: 
Equalization of Power, EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox) 
and if 
- all of these individuals (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement) have also been encouraged and em-
powered to express their own needs in regard to either the machine or the process 
(EoM #10: Equalization of Power, EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox, EoM #7: Considering the Needs).  
                                                             
20
 Consideration of the ergonomic factor (which is also often called the “human factor”) as it is defined for exam-
ple in industry standards such as the ISO 11064 [28] and NORSOK S-002 [29] is assumed to have taken place in 
the risk assessment and design process. These standards were written to ensure a work environment that is suit-
able for humans and enables them to supervise and operate processes and machines without fatigue or exhaus-
tion. 
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This means that reflecting the human factor in any design or process analysis includes consid-
ering not only issues related to the well-being of the body (e.g. ergonomic and anthropomet-
ric factors) but also psychological factors such as the involved individual’s state of mind, per-
sonality and way of thinking (slow/fast). Table 4 provides further details.  
The author believes that the knowledge that is necessary for assessing risks and making a ma-
chine’s design and operation safe lies within the collective knowledge and experience of the 
group rather than with individuals (EoM #8: Transparency, EoM #11: All-Party Involvement).   
In the context of this research, it is also hypothesized that citing the root cause of an accident 
as human error or a human factor in an investigation is an error in design. It is the due diligence 
of any person responsible for design and operation to ensure that the human factor is duly 
considered in the design process.  
Table 4 Human factors, viewed from engineering, organizational and psychological perspectives (original table) 
 
 
 
3.3.1 Complex Systems and Human-Machine Interfaces 
Workplaces in a technical environment always contain an interface between a human and a 
machine. Following a definition by Kramer and Zimolong [55], a machine is a device that is 
comprised of several technical components. Within a machine there are a number of interfaces 
that are designed to communicate control signals among all of its components (e.g. control 
lines, sensor signals, the commands of a computer-based control system). A more complex 
machine or a combination of machines can be called a system. 
Examples of Human Factors 
 
Technical 
 
(Engineer’s 
Perspective) 
 
Organizational 
 
(Organizational Specialist’s 
Perspective) 
Individual 
 
(Psychologist’s 
Perspective) 
 
 
 Ergonmics 
 Anthropometrics 
 Human factor enginee-
ring  
 Human factor reliability 
analysis 
 
 
 Safety culture 
 Management style 
 Communication 
 Team building 
 Organizational learning 
 Human organization 
factors  
 Leadership 
 
 
 
 Perceived safety cli-
mate 
 Well-being 
 Feelings 
 Psychological ow-
nership 
 Involvement 
 Relationships 
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A system communicates with human(s) by means of a user interface, which consists for exam-
ple of gauges or computer screens and control lights. In return, the human controlling such a 
system enters commands by pressing buttons or using keyboards and control sticks.  
Timpe and Kolrep [56] include the human component (which they call the sociotechnical com-
ponent) in technical systems. It might not be only a single human being communicating with 
the system; it may instead be a group of people. Such a group of follows sociological group 
dynamics. The goal of including this component in the system design is to ensure that system 
designers are aware of the possible actions and reactions of the humans in control of any sys-
tem and take them into consideration when determining how a system can work best.  
 
Figure 10 The human-machine interface with two sociological groups involved (adapted from [57]) 
 
  
In the current study, a second group of humans is involved in the process: the system design-
ers. Once again, it is usually not a single person who designs the functions and user interfaces 
of a complex technical system but rather a group of individuals such as engineers and com-
puter programmers. This means that we do have a second group of human beings involved in 
the system, and this group is also subject to certain sociological group dynamics.            
Kramer and Zimolong [55] attribute accidents and near misses such as the Three Mile Island 
Incident, Chernobyl and the capsizing of the Baltic Sea ferry the “Herald of Free Enterprise” to 
an insufficient inclusion of human factors in system design.  
Users: Sociological Group 
Sociological Group Dynamics
Designers: Sociological Group 
Sociological Group Dynamics
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Both the sociotechnical “group of humans in front of the control system” (on the left side of 
the human-machine interface) and the sociological “group of humans who design the interior 
of the system” (which is responsible for the right side of the human-machine interface) need 
to be included in the system design (see Figure 10). Not doing so may lead to a failure of the 
entire system, which may in turn result in incidents or catastrophic accidents.21 
 
Figure 11 Communicating the needs factor within and between teams (EoM #7: Considering the Needs) (original 
illustration) 
 
The questions are how the sociological behavior of both groups can be taken into account in 
the system design and the assessment of risk associated with the system and how these 
groups can communicate with each other in order to ensure that both sides’ interests and 
needs are considered (see Figure 11, Figure 1). 
3.3.2 A Drilling Operation as a Complex Human-Machine System 
Any drilling rig, especially a semi-submersible rig, is a complex human-machine system that is 
not limited to only internal interfaces and interfaces with the humans who are operating the 
system. A system also has to cope with external conditions such as wind (interface with the 
surrounding air) and currents and waves (interface with the water); it must especially handle 
an interface with the geology, which contains numerous unknown variables. Formation 
boundaries can be different than expected, and the fluids and gases contained in a formation 
                                                             
21
 In very complex systems in which entire industries or manufacturing processes are being enclosed, including 
the human factor is even more important. This plays a major role in the design of the so-called “Industry 4.0,” as 
neglecting the human factor might result in the failure of an entire concept due to non-acceptance by society 
[144].  
Users: Sociological Group 
Sociological Group Dynamics
Designers: Sociological Group 
Sociological Group Dynamics
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can suddenly be at higher or lower pressures or temperatures than anticipated. In addition, 
the system has a radio-based communication interface with a distant shore system that again 
has humans and machines (computers) as its components (Figure 12).   
 
Figure 12 A semi-submersible drilling rig is a complex human-machine system (original illustration)  
 
 
Figure 13 shows the typical organization and distribution of a standard offshore drilling pro-
ject. The operating company holds a license to explore and drill for hydrocarbons and hires a 
drilling contractor to provide a drilling rig and operating crew.  
The operating company also hires several service contractors to perform a number of tasks. 
These contractors may be directly involved in the drilling operations, but they can also be as-
signed to other tasks such as catering or providing supply boats. The service companies in-
volved in a drilling operation usually need to work closely with the drilling contractor and the 
representative of the operating company (who is often referred to as the “company man”).  
Large service companies often offer an almost identical portfolio of services and products.22 
Each company is usually awarded only a part of the work on a rig, which means that several 
companies are forced to work together in a team on the rig despite being competitors.  
                                                             
22
 Examples of such companies include Schlumberger, Halliburton, Baker Hughes and Weatherford. 
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Another characteristic of offshore operations is that the crew changes frequently. The drilling 
crew provided by the drilling contractor typically has a rhythm of 14 days on location and 14 
days off (although it is also sometimes 28/28). The operating company has a company man on 
board, who is responsible for the entire operation throughout its duration. This individual is 
assigned a small team of engineers who work either on the rig or in the onshore support office. 
Other service companies’ specialists are sent to the site to perform a special job for only a few 
days at a time. Every company that operates on board has a back-up team on land.  
 
Figure 13 Typical organization of an offshore drilling project (original illustration) 
 
The people involved in this complex operation often have different cultural backgrounds. 
Drilling crews and service contractor personnel are recruited from various countries. Although 
a common language is usually defined for each operation, it cannot be guaranteed that every 
crewmember has a full command of this language. In addition, crewmembers’ cultural back-
grounds may lead to intercultural challenges in communication and understanding orders or 
regulations. Each company also has its own set of rules and an internal organizational philos-
ophy that might not be compatible with those of the other companies involved.  
Such complex operations require comprehensive risk management, including risk assess-
ments that are performed in the planning phase and throughout a project’s duration. These 
risk assessments are not static and must be constantly updated.  
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Organizations that operate such complex systems (namely high-risk processes) are usually as-
sociated with a “high reliability organization” as per [58], although as shown in chapter 5 this 
is not always the case.  
3.3.3 Group-Based Accident Prevention Programs 
In The Psychology of Safety Handbook [59], Geller lists a number of ways to increase work 
safety, based on several studies (Table 5).  
Table 5 Research comparisons concerning the ranking of approaches to reduce work injuries (extract, adapted from [59, p. 5] 
and [60]) 
 
Method/Approach Average Reduc-
tion in Accidents 
 
Behavior based 59.6% 
 
Ergonomics 51.6% 
 
Engineering change 29.0% 
 
Group problem-solving 
 
20.0% 
Management audits 17.0% 
 
Stress management 15.0% 
 
Poster campaign 14.0% 
 
Personnel selection 3.7% 
 
Near-miss reporting 
 
0.0% 
 
 
Even though this research was conducted back in 1993, the following observations are of in-
terest: 
 Behavior-based approaches had the highest success rate.  
 Some of the methods that are still popular today, such as the documentation of near 
misses and poster campaigns, have little or no effect. 
 The method that Geller describes as “group based” contributes a reduction of only 
20%. This contradicts more recent studies that promote the inclusion of employees in 
the process of structuring work safety (in this regard, Zohar develops the keyword 
“psychological work ownership” [16]). 
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Guastello published the results of some newer research in 2014 [61]. In his study on the effec-
tiveness of accident prevention programs, he lists five categories under the keyword “safety 
committee” (see Table 6).          
This extract from Guastello’s research reveals that the joint labor-management committee 
(EoM #11: All-Party Involvement) achieved the highest reduction in accidents (55%), followed by the 
generic safety committee (36.0%). The two-group review routine has the lowest average re-
duction in accidents (10.4%) of all group-based or safety committee programs in the study.  
Table 6 Comparative evaluation of safety programs, sorted by average reduction in accidents (extracted and adapted from [61, 
p. 251], table 10.3) 
 
Program Type: 
Safety Committee 
Average Reduction in  
Accidents23  
 
Joint labor-management committee 55.0% 
 
Safety committee, generic 36.0% 
 
Quality circles 20.0% 
 
Discussion groups 
 
17.5% 
Two-group review routine 10.4% 
 
 
 
3.3.4 Safety Culture and Safety Climate 
Newer techniques for improving the overall work safety in a company follow a heuristic ap-
proach. Zohar and Geller define a safety culture within a corporation as leading to a perceived 
safety climate [16], [15], [59].  
According to Zohar, safety culture and safety climate are often used synonymously in the liter-
ature. In his 2014 article [16], Zohar prefers to define safety culture as the collective measures 
that a corporation uses to improve work safety. The attitude of the entire management hierar-
chy is important for creating a visible safety culture. This includes managers acting as role mod-
els for all employees when it comes to safety.  
Zohar asserts that a safety climate is what the employees of a corporation perceive. For an em-
ployee to perceive a good safety climate, a safety culture must first be established.  
                                                             
23
 The way in which the average number of injuries and accidents is reduced is described in detail by Guastello 
[61, p. 250]. 
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Table 7 The main distinctions between a safety culture and a safety climate, according to Zohar (adapted from [15], [16]). 
 
 
Safety Culture 
 
  
Safety Climate 
 
Management has a posi-
tive attitude regarding 
safety 
 
 
Employees perceive a 
safety atmosphere  
 
 
The organization has ex-
tensive safety-related 
measures in place 
 
Employees feel that they 
are actively involved in 
safety (i.e. they have psy-
chological ownership) 
 
 
Contrary to a company with a conventional work-safety management system (as described in 
chapter 3), a company with a perceived safety climate includes employees in safety-related is-
sues. The important factor of psychological ownership is experienced by employees.       
In their article “Man-made disasters: why technology and organizations (sometimes) fail” [64], 
Pidgeon and O’Leary list four requirements for a “good” safety culture:  
1. Senior management commitment to safety; 
2. shared care and concern for hazards and a solicitude over their 
impacts upon people; 
3. realistic and flexible norms and rules about hazards; and 
4. continual reflection upon practice through monitoring, analysis 
and feedback systems (organizational learning). [62, p. 18] 
Zohar outlines four main criteria that companies have to fulfill in order to create a positive safety 
climate in the “Safety climate: Conceptualization, measurement, and improvement” chapter of 
The Oxford Handbook of Organizational Climate and Culture [16]:  
 Safety structures; 
 Social interaction; 
 Organization and leadership; and 
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 Psychological ownership.  
These criteria are further explored in the following subsections 3.3.4.1 to 3.3.4.4.  
3.3.4.1 Safety Structures 
A company’s organizational structure needs to be clearly oriented towards safety goals, which 
includes having clearly defined safety barriers in all work places. All employees need clear au-
thorization to activate the safety barrier in the event they feel unsafe or detect a danger to their 
colleagues or the work processes that they themselves are involved in. It is important that em-
ployees perceive that they are an active part of an entire system and not only passively pro-
tected (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility, EoM #8: Transparency, EoM #10: Equalization of Power).    
3.3.4.2 Social Interaction 
An organization’s safety philosophy is communicated through social interaction among its em-
ployees. This philosophy is also transferred during employees’ interactions with the outside 
world, not only with customers but also with family members. The structures and processes 
described in subsection 3.3.4.1 need to be established by the organization. Throughout the op-
eration, they also need to be part of an ongoing development process. All employees must 
have the feeling that they are a part of this process and that their experience and opinion play 
an important role in the outcome. This prevents psychological reactance (see section 2.4.2) (EoM 
#11: All-Party Involvement, EoM #6: Self-Responsibility, EoM #7: Considering the Needs). 
3.3.4.3 Organization and Leadership 
A company’s safety philosophy needs to be part of its leaders and managements’ mindset in all 
levels of the hierarchy, which requires the company to clearly commit to declaring employee 
safety as a (top?) management goal. This needs to be communicated on a top-down (or vertical) 
basis throughout the entire organization as well as horizontally from colleague to colleague. 
Pure lip service is generally immediately recognized by employees and is very counter-produc-
tive. As such it is important that in addition to communicating commitment, each manager in 
an organization must actively “live” the safety philosophy (EoM #10: Equalization of Power, EoM #11: 
All-Party Involvement, EoM #6: Self-Responsibility).  
3.3.4.4 Psychological Work Ownership 
Zohar describes psychological work ownership as individuals perceiving themselves as part of 
an entire concept [16]. This requires that every single member of an organization participates 
in creating and developing the work safety system (EoM #7: Considering the Needs, EoM #8: Transpar-
ency, EoM #2: Voluntary Participation). 
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In a system with a perceived safety climate that is in line with what is described in subsections 
3.3.4.1 to 3.3.4.4, an employee who is asked “Who is responsible for work safety in your organi-
zation?” will most probably point to him- or herself (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility). 
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4 Safety Mediation: An Innovative Model for Risk Assessment Consultations  
This chapter describes a new application for the mediation process and the EoMs as described 
in chapter 2. A mediation-like process can be used to improve communication in risk assess-
ment consultations, thereby improving the inclusion of the human factor and enhancing the 
knowledge base for the risk analysis.    
According to ISO 31000-2009 “Risk management – Principles and Guidelines” [52], risk manage-
ment is performed by conducting a continual and iterative communication process with stake-
holders (see Figure 14). This process is called consultation, and it entails both obtaining and 
sharing information. Its structure is not specified.  
 
Figure 14 Communication and consultation in the risk assessment process (adapted from [49, p. 11]) 
 
The risk assessment process itself (whatever process has been selected for a particular applica-
tion) depends on the information available. The challenge seems to be making this information 
accessible so that it can be used as input data for the process. The information collection task 
includes uncovering hidden information and even “creating” information about risk that does 
not seem to exist in the first place. This challenge requires new methods to guide a group of 
stakeholders through the safety consultation process. 
The previous chapter demonstrates that many elements of a potentially successful risk analysis 
can be associated with EoMs. In light of this phenomenon, the author developed a new way of 
combining these elements into a structured process for risk assessment and safety analysis con-
sultations. This process involves all relevant individuals (keyword: “ownership”) and considers 
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their needs (see Figure 3, paragraph 2.1). The structure of this “safety-mediation” process fol-
lows the structure of a mediation process (see paragraph 2.2) and hence improves the integra-
tion of the human factor. This new process is hypothetical and based on a transfer of the classi-
cal mediation process (see paragraph 2.2).24 Some of the established risk-assessment methods 
already resemble the proposed model,25 although according to the analyzed literature, this is 
the first time that the connection between mediation and the EoMs with the risk assessment 
process has been described.    
4.1 Structure and Procedure 
The safety-mediation consultation process can be viewed as a preventive conflict management 
process. It can be considered one of the group-based accident prevention methods that have 
been proven successful according to Geller [59] and Guastello [61] (see section 3.3.3). 
The safety-mediation process can be used whenever the collective knowledge of a group of 
people is to be collected, simultaneously time giving the group the feeling that it is part of a 
process of creating something new or further developing something that already exists (own-
ership, EoM #11: All-Party Involvement, EoM #6: Self-Responsibility, EoM #8: Transparency). 
The new consultation model includes everyone involved in a certain activity or design process 
(EoM #11: All-Party Involvement). It also considers the interests and needs of all parties (EoM #7: Con-
sidering the Needs) and a joint solution is found together (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility). 
A facilitator (i.e. safety mediator) leads this safety mediation process. (EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" 
Mediator, EoM #5: Mediator Leads the Process, EoM #3: Acceptance of Mediator).  
The safety mediation process follows the phase model of a classical conflict mediation process 
[26]; in particular, the steps are as follows: 
 Preparing; 
 Collecting information and positions; 
 Clarifying the underlying interests and needs of each participant; 
 Creating solutions; and 
 Agreeing to proceed. 
                                                             
24
 The author was inspired by the “Mediationskompetenz in der betrieblichen Arbeitssicherheit” section in [143]. 
25
 The “drilling-the well-on-paper” process, for example [138], [139] and [142]; see section 0. 
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Similar to the classical conflict-solving mediation process, the main step is to consider the 
needs and interests of all participants (EoM #7: Considering the Needs). 
4.2 Participants and Roles 
Figure 15 shows the setup of a safety-mediation process26. The roles in this process can be de-
scribed as follows. 
 
 
Figure 15 Proposed innovative work-safety management consultation model (original illustration) 
 
Mediator/facilitator: The mediator leads the process (EoM #5: Mediator Leads the Process). This person 
is an independent (i.e. neutral) all-party leader and ensures that the needs of all participants are 
considered. Mediators are trained in using communication tools to facilitate the exchange of 
information (EoM #12: Mediative Communication, EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox). They keep the process 
transparent (EoM #8: Transparency) and ensure that all parties have the same information that is 
required to develop solutions.   
The mediator is ideally an external consultant or, in the case that he or she is an employee of 
the organization in which the safety mediation is taking place, in a position that is integrated 
                                                             
26
 Although mediation consultations also have been conducted using telecommunication technology such as 
telephone or video conferencing, face-to-face communication is preferred. Otherwise, too much body language 
and mimic expression information is lost [153] that is essential for the mediator to lead the process.     
Safety Advisor
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Department(s)
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Safety Mediator,
Facilitator
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into the organization in such a way that his or her neutrality is assured (EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" 
Mediator).
27 
Safety advisor: The safety advisor is the expert on all safety questions in this discussion. He or 
she checks if jointly developed solutions conform to applicable regulations and laws.  
Upper management representative: The representative of upper management needs to keep 
the goals of the organization and possibly constraints (e.g. budgetary) in mind. In an organiza-
tion with an existing safety culture, this individual will carefully consider and support all solu-
tions that improve work safety (within reason). He or she will ensure that the team develops 
alternative solutions in the event that a selected solution cannot be implemented. The active 
involvement of an upper management representative in a safety-mediation process underlines 
that management values the process and appreciates those who participate in it.  
Head of department: A head of department participates because he or she leads a team and 
must ensure that the interests and needs of his or her area of responsibility and team members 
are reflected in the discussion. This person needs to keep the goals of his or her department in 
mind but can also be an excellent contributor to jointly developed solutions.  
Employees: In a safety-mediation process, employees carry knowledge related to their own 
area of expertise. For instance, someone on the shop floor is capable of assessing his or her 
direct environment regarding work safety. Employees should be empowered by the safety me-
diator to express their needs very clearly, to ensure that these needs are both heard and con-
sidered.  
This direct involvement of all stakeholder (e.g. management, head of department, employees) 
in the process and the development of joint solutions creates the psychological ownership de-
scribed by Zohar [16].               
In Appendix C, “The Well from Hell” – An Example of a Hypothetical Safety Mediation Consul-
tation, a short example of a safety mediation is shown. 
                                                             
27
 Similar structures of independent positions within an organization can be found in the job descriptions of qual-
ity assurance and quality control positions.  
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4.3 Which Elements of Mediation Apply to this Process? 
The proposed preventive safety-mediation process (EoM #1: Structured Process) seems to follow all 
of the rules of conflict mediation. However, while some EoMs are very important to the pro-
cess, not all of them fully apply. In particular, the following EoMs might not fully apply in an 
organizational environment. 
Voluntary participation: In mediations within an organization, voluntariness is not always a 
given [63]. Contractual obligations usually mandate the employee’s participation in internal 
business meetings or events. In addition, peer pressure may lead an employee to feel obli-
gated to participate in a mediation process. In an organization that does not have a highly 
developed safety culture, an employee might feel that the safety-mediation process is a kind 
of whitewashing event to demonstrate safety awareness. On the other hand, an employee 
who works in an organization with a perceived safety climate voluntarily participates in a 
safety-mediation session as a result of feeling valued and appreciated (EoM #2: Voluntary Participa-
tion).         
Participants’ acceptance of the mediator: A mediation process within an organization is usu-
ally initiated by management. As noted above, the mediator may be an external consultant or 
a designated employee of the organization. The participants in a safety-mediation process will 
most probably take the mediator’s leadership of the process for granted given that he or she 
was hired or appointed by management, although the mediator’s personality and positive at-
titude can lead to his or her full approval by the participants [64] (EoM #3: Acceptance of Mediator). 
Impartial all-party mediator: In the proposed safety-mediation process, it is important that the 
mediator is truly committed to being impartial and an “all-party” person. In the author’s opin-
ion, it is therefore important that the mediator is carefully selected and preferably not a regular 
employee of the organization. Processes like this are often led by an organization’s safety ad-
visor or safety engineer. However, these individuals are usually too tightly connected with the 
organization and constrained by his or her internal obligations. A process not being led by a 
truly neutral person might lead to undesired safety compromises. Only an impartial mediator 
will be able to empower participants to express their opinions and feelings, especially if their 
direct supervisors are participating in a session (EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" Mediator). 
Self-responsibility and the consideration of the interests and needs: Self-responsibility and the 
considerations of interests and needs are the most important factors related to a positive 
safety climate and the psychological ownership of every participant in a preventive safety-
mediation process [16], [59]. An open discussion about needs and interests allows participants 
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to view the process from new perspectives and learn about the feelings and requirements of 
their colleagues on the other side of the table. This activates new ways of thinking and opens 
minds to creative ideas. Geller calls open exchange of feelings and needs the motivational in-
tervention [59, pp. 132, 168] (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility, EoM #7: Considering the Needs). 
Transparency: Being informed and trusting each other is very important in all teamwork. As 
Simon Sinek put it: “A team is not a group of people that work together. A team is a group of 
people that trust each other.” [65] 
Trust is based on a transparent process and being informed. Some of the experts around a 
table may be participating mainly to share information with their colleagues; an example is 
the safety advisor, whose task it is to make sure that the suggestions and solutions that a team 
develops conform to relevant regulations and laws. Management participates in the process 
to inform the team about organizational goals and, in certain cases, budgetary constraints. At 
the same time, the management representatives must also demonstrate the organization’s 
clear commitment to safety (EoM #8: Transparency).         
Confidentiality: In a mediation session within an organization, the level of confidentiality can 
only be limited. Information is typically leaked and spread to individuals who were not directly 
involved in a process. In the case of a preventive safety mediation, this information transfer 
from the group to the broader organization might even be desired. A well-conducted media-
tion process generates positive feelings among participants if they feel appreciated and be-
lieve their opinions and contributed knowledge are valued. Carrying these sentiments into the 
organization will increase employees’ perception of working in a positive safety climate (EoM 
#9: Confidentiality).      
All stakeholders are involved: As per ISO 31000:2009 [52], all stakeholders should be involved 
in a safety-mediation process (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement). 
4.4 Expected Outcome of the Safety-Mediation Consultation 
As the safety-mediation process is based on the conflict resolution model of mediation, some 
outcomes of the consultation process seem to be obvious. The safety mediation process in-
cludes a phase during which all participants’ needs are collected and made known to all other 
involved parties. This phase is followed by a creative phase in which participants openly ex-
change ideas, fears and feelings and identify possible solutions to any risks that are revealed.  
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4.4.1 Improving Communications and Initiating Team Building 
Bruce Tuckman described a typical team-building process in his 1965 article “Development 
sequence in small groups” [66]. The term “small groups,” which generally implies under 10 
members, is applicable to a typical risk assessment consultation. The proposed safety-media-
tion consultation has similarities to the team-building process described by Tuckman (see Ta-
ble 8).  
Tuckman’s first phase, which he calls “forming,” entails the group is orienting itself to a task. It 
can be compared to the preparation phase in the mediation model. In the “storming” phase 
in Tuckman’s model, the group develops both an intragroup conflict and emotions. In the me-
diation model, this is the phase in which positions are stated. In conflict resolution mediations, 
emotions and even openly aggressive behavior can be prominent in this phase. The “norming” 
phase in Tuckman’s model sees members of the group developing a common understanding. 
A certain amount of harmony creates an atmosphere that is conducive to an open exchange 
of information. This phase can be compared to the transition phase in the mediation model, 
which entails the exchange of each participant’s needs and interests creating an atmosphere 
of better understanding. In Tuckman’s “performing” phase, the group begins to function as a 
team and both finds and agrees upon joint solutions. This is similar to the mediation model 
phase in which joint solutions are created and an agreement is made to introduce them.     
Table 8 Comparison between the phases of team building according to Tuckman [66] and the safety-mediation process 
(original table)  
 
Tuckman’s Team-Building Process (the 
quotes were taken directly from [66]) 
Proposed New Safety-Mediation Consulta-
tion (see chapter 4) 
Forming phase: The group is orienting to a task.  Preparing. 
Storming phase: The group develops “intragroup 
conflict” and an “emotional response to task de-
mands”; group members react emotionally. 
Collecting information and stating positions.  
Norming phase: “Development to group cohesion.” 
The group develops a common understanding and 
harmony; an open exchange of information and in-
terpretations as well as discussions take place. 
Clarifying the underlying interests and needs of each 
participant. 
Performing phase: “Functional role relatedness.” The 
groups develops joint solutions. 
Creating solutions, agreeing to proceed. 
 
The similarities between these two processes may lead to a better understanding among team 
members and better team functioning after a safety-mediation consultation has taken place. 
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This is especially true among teams that are usually very fact oriented, such as groups of engi-
neers or interdisciplinary teams (e.g. of engineers and geologists). Teams that have members 
with different task backgrounds (for instance, who come from operating companies, drilling 
contractors or service companies) can also benefit from the process. The same is true for teams 
that have members with different cultural backgrounds (which may include different com-
pany cultures).  
Other research indicates that the team-building process also mediates trust among team 
members [67]. 
4.4.2 Intercultural Translation 
The international oil and gas industry involves a multitude of different cultures.  
First, the individuals working together may have varying ethnic backgrounds as a result of 
coming either from different countries or from different groups within one country. Their first 
language may also be different. Even if they were born and raised in the same country, regional 
differences in dialects or accents may create a communication barrier. Although one language 
may (and should!) be defined as the standard language on a rig, it may be the language for 
some crewmembers but an acquired language for others. Neuroscientists have determined 
that the language used for communication (e.g. native language or a second language) influ-
ences important emotions in communicating with others, such as cognitive empathy [68]. 
Studies have also found evidence that people’s gender affects their emotions when they are 
communicating [69].     
In his 1921 work [70], Carl Jung described four ways in which the human brain works (i.e. think-
ing, feeling, sensations, intuition). Based on these ideas, in 1928 the psychologist William Mars-
ton suggested classifying human behavior using four traits: dominance, influence, steadiness 
and compliance [71]. These traits have served as the foundation for developing personality 
and behavior assessment models, which are typically called “DISC tests” (with “DISC” repre-
senting Marston’s four behavioral traits: dominance, influence, steadiness and compliance). 
The scientific grounding of these tests is controversial; however, some tests base their validity 
empirically by comparing a significant number of tests performed with self-assessments of the 
persons being assessed (e.g. [72]28). The communication behavior of people with certain be-
havior traits varies with the combination and strength of each trait. For example, someone 
                                                             
28
 The author has chosen this particular publication as an example because in 2015 he received training to con-
duct and analyze assessments based on the method it mentions. 
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with a strong extrovert component in his or her assessment communicates differently than a 
person with a strong compliance component.    
Companies such as Transocean use these personality tests as part of their team assessments. 
Offshore, individuals may place color-coded stickers on their hardhats that reflect their per-
sonality. The stickers are marked with the words “Start to understand me” and are designed to 
improve the way in which crewmembers address each other during their work [73].    
As already mentioned in the introduction (section 1.2.5), people trained as natural scientists 
or engineers have ways of thinking that differ from those of people in the arts and humanities. 
Even those trained in natural science, such as geophysicists or geologists and petroleum or 
drilling engineers, often lack a mutual understanding.  
Each company has its own set of rules, regulations, conventions and management styles. All 
of these factors form the company culture. Cultural differences are probably larger if the com-
panies involved in a work process such as offshore drilling do not have the same economic 
goals or tasks; for instance, the operator company’s goal is to exploit natural resources 
whereas the service provider’s goal is to provide equipment and a workforce to assist the op-
erator company. Even companies with similar tasks have a large variance in company culture, 
depending on their company history and provenience and the way in which their manage-
ment runs them.29  
The conflict resolution model of mediation is traditionally well suited to cope with multicul-
tural issues and conflicts [74]. Based on the tools and mindset of someone trained in mediation 
techniques (EoM #12: Mediative Communication, EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox), the safety-mediation con-
sultation model improves communication among people with different cultural backgrounds. 
A safety mediator uses techniques such as rephrasing and mirroring (see [31, p. 125ff]) to en-
sure that thoughts and needs as expressed in a person’s own way are fully understood by other 
participants in a safety-mediation consultation process (EoM #10: Equalization of Power, EoM #7: Con-
sidering the Needs). The expected result of a facilitated risk assessment process is better under-
standing and cooperation among people with different cultural backgrounds.              
                                                             
29
 For example, there is a sizable difference in the way that large service companies in the oil and gas industry – 
such as Schlumberger, Baker-Hughes (now GE), Halliburton and Weatherford – define their values and the ways 
in which they do business (author’s own observation).  
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4.4.3 Enable Organizational Learning 
One characteristic of an organization that actively supports a good safety culture is that the 
organization as an “organism” (i.e. as the sum of all of its members) is able to learn. A so-called 
“high reliability organization” [58]) is connected with the idea of a self-learning organization. 
In their article “Man-made disasters: Why technology and organizations (sometimes) fail” [62], 
Pidgeon and O’Leary observe that when accidents happen (they particularly mention Cherno-
byl), a company’s safety culture “can be critiqued for their reduction to a combination of ad-
ministrative procedures and individual attitudes to safety, at the expense of the wider organ-
izational issues” [62, p. 18].  
As already listed as a criterion for a company with a “good” safety climate (see section 3.3.4), 
Pidgeon and O’Leary mention the need for “continual reflection upon practice through mon-
itoring, analysis and feedback systems,” which they call “organizational learning” [62, p. 18]. 
Based on the transformative mediation approach of Bush and Folger [25], mediation empow-
ers participants to learn about and handle similar situations that may arise after a process. This 
would also lead to a situation in which an organization that uses safety-mediation consultation 
sees employees as empowered to further apply similar approaches to risk and safety issues. 
The organization would thus empower participants to initiate and develop this way of think-
ing and thereby achieve “organizational learning.”  
4.4.4 Empowering Group-Thinking vs. Individualistic Thinking 
Risk assessment consultations entail the possibility that risks are perceived from the viewpoint 
of a single individual. This can often be found when risk assessments are carried out by a single 
risk analyst or in one-to-one interviews (see Table 2). This single risk analyst method is appli-
cable when the assessed risk is unique to a certain work place or one person’s environment. In 
the oil and gas industry, however, crews and teams do work together. In addition, the activities 
of drilling and producing oil do have a significant impact on the environment and surrounding 
neighborhoods (in the case of onshore drilling). In these situations, it is important to assess 
either risks that concern the entire system (e.g. the drilling rig including rig crews) or the soci-
etal risk.      
Group-based safety-mediation consultation opens minds and ways of thinking in relation to 
risk identification and analysis that reflect entire teams; if steered accordingly, it could also 
lead to the identification of possible risks and solutions regarding society and environment.  
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4.4.5 Including “Soft” Factors: Emotions, Feelings, Intuition and Imagination 
The proposed safety-mediation model allows and encourages any type of input to the risk 
assessment process, including both fact- and emotion-based input. Examples of the latter in-
clude gut feelings, intuition and imagination, which are discussed in the following subsec-
tions.    
4.4.5.1 Emotions 
Sabine Roesner begins her article “Emotional engineers: Toward morally responsible design” 
with “Engineers are normally seen as the archetype of people who make decisions in a rational 
and quantitative way” [75]. Engineers have been trained to apply quantitative methods to 
achieve solutions. They typically define their projects by targets that can be characterized by 
the acronym “SMART,” which stands for specific, measurable, applicable, realistic and time-
bound [76]. During the planning and design phase, engineers base their decisions on quanti-
tative assessments. Even predictions of what might happen in the future, such as in risk assess-
ment processes, are mathematically calculated using engineering models of uncertainty (e.g. 
[77], [78]). Roesner suggests that engineers include emotions in their design process: “Emo-
tions and scientific methods should be in a good balance when engineers think about risks” 
[75].  
In her 1993 editorial for the Risk Assessment journal entitled “Bridging the two cultures of risk 
analysis” [79], Sheila Jasanoff tries to connect the world’s quantitative (i.e. “hard”) thinkers such 
as engineers and natural scientists with the qualitative (i.e. “soft”) way of thinking of the social 
sciences, arts and humanities. She describes the advantages of combining the two ways of 
thinking; especially the advantage that the necessary knowledge base used for the risk assess-
ment process is expanded.   
In her 2012 article “Emotional engineers: Towards morally responsible design” [75], Sabine 
Roesner makes a case for including “emotional” or “soft” skills in the engineering process in 
addition to “analytical” and “hard” skills. She suggests including emotions in the design pro-
cess and emphasizes their importance in risk perception:  
In the design process there should be a discussion-phase in which 
the emotional and ethical concerns of the engineers and of stake-
holders are made explicit, thereby facilitating ethical reflection 
about possible risks and how to avoid or diminish these risks. [75]  
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In their 2004 article “Risk as analysis and risk as feelings: Some thoughts about affect, reason, 
risk, and rationality” [80], Slovic et al. propose including emotions such as feelings in the risk 
assessment process. 
4.4.5.2 Intuition 
Intuition is one of the emotions that rational people sometimes have a hard time accepting. 
Just having a “gut” feeling that something is wrong with a design or a new procedure or that 
an operation on a drilling rig seems to not be safe without an explanation is often not accepted 
in conventional risk assessment consultations.  
However, many cases are known in which accidents or disasters were prevented just because 
someone said “Let us stop here and analyze the situation, I have a bad feeling.” Many compa-
nies have established procedures that enable any employee to stop the entire operation when 
he or she detects an unsafe operation. However, one study reveals that only three out of every 
five detected unsafe acts lead to an action by the employee [81]. More than 2600 employees 
from 14 countries were surveyed for that study. When asked why they did not use the “stop-
tool,” a quarter of the respondents said that they did not act because it would make the other 
person(s) involved angry. A fifth said that it would make no difference if they raised the red 
flag or not. Obviously, the safety climate on the rigs considered is not developed enough to 
allow employees to express the sentiment “I don’t feel safe.”  
In a facilitated safety mediation, the mediator accepts a gut feeling as a basis for further dis-
cussion. The feeling will be further explored and may ultimately lead to an accepted common 
opinion even without having to further quantitatively analyze the feeling. In a company that 
allows emotions and feelings in risk assessment consultations, the chance that a gut feeling-
based “stop” will be accepted is higher.  
Research has shown that gut-based feelings or intuitions do offer a strong basis for decision-
making processes. Researchers such as Slovic et al. [80] and Kahneman [82] note that there are 
two ways of thinking: one that uses the experiential system and one that utilizes an analytic 
system (see Table 9).  
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Table 9 Two models of thinking: A comparison of the experiential and analytic systems [80] (table used with permission)  
 
 
 
Analytic thinking (which is slow) is based on logical analysis – and therefore naturally an engi-
neer’s preferred way of thinking. In contrast, experiential thinking (which is fast) is based on a 
collection of all of the previous experiences stored in one’s unconscious mind that might help 
one to stay safe in a potentially dangerous situation. While an analytic system can always jus-
tify the basis for a decision using logic and evidence, an experiential system does not have this 
clear evidence on hand. The result is the famous gut feeling that something is wrong. Never-
theless, in either actual danger situations or risk assessment consultations these gut feelings 
should be valued (at least) as highly as the results of engineered analyses.          
Feelings did play a role in the Macondo accident on April 20, 2010 (see paragraph 5.4). In an 
interview, Lillian Espinoza-Gala [83]30 mentioned that people working on the Deepwater Hori-
zon rig months before the accident took place asked to be relocated or quit their jobs because 
they felt unsafe on the rig.      
The Final Report on the Investigation of the Macondo Well Blowout of the Deepwater Horizon 
Study Group states that “Gut feelings, like tacit knowledge, do matter, but they too need to be 
substantiated by appropriate risk assessment and management methods” [84, p. 86]. The 
newly proposed safety-mediation consultation allows for the expression and substantiation 
of feelings expressed by stakeholders.  
                                                             
30
 Espinoza-Gala is a founding member of the Deepwater Horizon Study Group, which was formed by members of 
the Center for Catastrophic Risk Management in response to the blowout of the Macondo well on April 20, 2010. 
She is also co-author of the Final Report on the Investigation of the Macondo Blowout [84]. During the investiga-
tion, she interviewed many on-board survivors, relatives of the 11 people who were killed and former employ-
ees who had worked on the rig before the accident.  
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4.4.5.3 Imagination 
An additional trait that is sometimes regarded skeptically by engineers and analytically trained 
safety advisors is imagination, which is another factor that cannot be measured or simulated. 
Imagination is closely related to intuition. Individuals with a lively imagination can almost 
“feel” danger when it is present. The term “safety imagination” was first introduced by Nick 
Pidgeon [62], based on the Barry A. Turner’s book Man-made Disasters [85]. Safety imagination 
resembles the thought process of a chess player as it entails thinking a few steps ahead and 
keeping in mind questions such as “What can fail?,” “How can it fail?” and” What is the impact 
of the failure?”31 
Table 10 Guidelines for fostering safety imagination (adapted from [86]
32
) 
 
Guidelines for Fostering Safety Imagination 
 Attempt to fear the worst 
 Use good meeting management techniques to elicit varied viewpoints 
 Play the “what if” game with potential hazards 
 Allow no worst-case situation to go unmentioned 
 Suspend assumptions about how the safety task was completed in the past 
 Approach the edge of a safety issue with a tolerance for ambiguity, as newly emerging safety issues 
will never be clear 
 Force yourself to visualize “near-miss” situations developing into accidents 
 
In a safety mediation that follows the proposed model, the imagination process can be initi-
ated and supported. For instance, participants in a risk assessment consultation can be asked 
to imagine a worst-case scenario for a given situation.  
Even unusual imagination methods are possible. While the conventional imagination process 
works towards future events (e.g. “What might happen in the future? How can we solve this 
now?”), the safety-imagination model as described in Table 10 focuses on the present (e.g. 
“What do I see? What is the worst that can happen now? How can we fight the danger?”).   
                                                             
31
 As mentioned previously, the author had an accident on a drilling rig in Northern Germany on March 27, 1980. 
A 12 ¼” stabilizer was lifted using a sling but slipped out and tipped over, severely injuring the author. Since 
that time, he has a developed a certain “sense of hanging heavy items.” Whenever he is on a drilling rig or con-
struction site, he keeps looking up for heavy items that potentially might fall down.  
32
 In [86], the original source of this table is stated as “Thomas, D., 1994. Prescribed fire safety: preventing acci-
dents and disasters part II. Unit 2-G in course ‘prescribed fire behavior analyst.’ Marana, AZ: National Advanced 
Resource Technology Center.” This source is no longer available.  
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Figure 16 Imagination models with different views: into the future, the present and from the future (original illustration) 
 
 
Another model described in an article by Kreiner and Winch involves imagining how a prob-
lem might have been tackled from a future perspective [87].33  
An imagination process can be conducted in a similar manner to a brainstorming session. Im-
agination is triggered by participants’ perspectives and the scenario they are asked to envis-
age. Participants are then encouraged to blurt out the first things that come to mind, without 
discussion or any judgment from other participants. After the collection phase, the scenarios 
are discussed by all participants in an open and non-discriminating way.  
Industries and organizations in high-risk environments, such as fire-fighting units, use the 
safety imagination technique to reveal hidden risk scenarios that they subsequently include 
in training courses and safety response manuals (see Table 10).        
4.4.6 Expanding the Knowledge Base for the Risk Assessment Process 
When all of the information related to allowing soft factors such as emotions, feelings, intui-
tion and imagination to be introduced into safety-mediation consultations, the knowledge 
base for the actual risk assessment expands significantly.  
                                                             
33
 Coaching has a similar approach. Questions such as “You are in the future and look back on your life. How 
would you have tackled the problem you had back in the year x?” are used to trigger a creative thought process 
[152].  
Process to be
Risk-Assessed
Timeline
past present future
Conventional
Imagination:
“What might
happen in 
the future?“
“Present“
Imagination:
“What is
happening
right now?“
“Future-
Perfect-
Strategy“
“Imagine, 
how we
solved it?“
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Before a consultation, each team member has his or her own set of knowledge. When teams 
of people work together on a specific task or in a certain work environment (such as the rig 
floor), part of the knowledge is common to all members. However, a consultation reveals hid-
den information. All team members express their feelings, needs, emotions and visions about 
their view of a potential risk. The open-minded discussion that they have not only expands 
their individual knowledge (as they now know more about how everyone else feels and thinks) 
but also launches a creative thought process that opens space for new previously hidden ideas 
(i.e. it triggers intuition).  
The result is that both the knowledge base and the shared knowledge of team members are 
expanded (see Figure 17). 
 
Figure 17 Team members’ knowledge (represented by the size and position of the circles) before and after a consulation 
(original illustration, idea adapted from “team situation awareness” [88]) 
 
 
An illustrative example from drilling operation is a common procedure known as “drilling the 
well on paper” (DWOP; see paragraph 5.2). To prepare for a specific operation, such as the start 
of a directionally drilled section, the operating company’s representative (i.e. the company 
man), the directional driller and the rig crew meet and go step by step through the entire 
working procedure. All participating individuals have their own set of knowledge and experi-
ence before they join the meeting. If the meeting is conducted in the right way, each individual 
shares some of his or her knowledge with the rest of the group. The knowledge shared by the 
entire group thus becomes larger. The DWOP procedure is further explored in section 5.2. 
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4.4.7 Creating Psychological Ownership  
As already mentioned in subsection 3.3.4.4, employees who feel that they are a part of the 
entire concept feel psychological ownership, which is an important motivator. If for example 
members of the drilling crew are included in a safety-mediation consultation about the intro-
duction of new equipment, they have the feeling that they are being heard, taken seriously 
and regarded as important members of the drilling operation. Their capacity is not only 
needed to operate the equipment and to do the manual labor – their individual experience 
and knowledge (which they may have collected over years of working in their jobs) is also used 
to improve the entire drilling operation. Making them feel ownership often leads to self-acti-
vation and self-empowerment that increases their risk awareness and safety alertness in their 
day-to-day work.   
In his book An Engineer’s View of Human Error [89, pp. 4-5], T. Kletz describes four types of 
errors that humans make: 
 Errors due to a brief lapse of attention;  
 Errors due to insufficient training or instructions given; 
 Errors that happen because the given task is beyond the mental or physical ability of 
the person; and  
 Errors due to a deliberate non-conformance with a set of instructions, often due to a 
misinterpretation of the rule or due to non-acceptance of the sense of a particular rule 
or regulation [89]. 
At least the second and the last categories might be eradicated or minimized by applying the 
safety-mediation consultation model. Psychological ownership increases employee ac-
ceptance levels. If employees have been part of the group designing and writing a new set of 
regulations or rules, the chances that they will apply them in their day-to-day work increase. A 
side effect of the consultations is that employees are simultaneously trained.  
4.4.8 Improving the Safety Climate  
As mentioned in section 3.3.4, the safety climate in a company is the perceived atmosphere 
concerning how seriously safety is taken by management and other employees. In a company 
where employees are included in activities such as safety-mediation risk assessment consulta-
tions, employees feel appreciated. Their positive perception of the safety climate will lead to 
better work motivation, including motivation to take safety matters serious.   
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4.4.9 Helping to Develop and Expand Non-technical Skills 
Following the arguments of Bush and Folger (see section 2.4.3), the transformative approach 
of conducting a mediation process and developing a (sustainable) solution together leads to 
a competence to tackle similar problems in the future even without a formal process [25]. A 
side effect of a successfully facilitated safety mediation may be participants having learned 
and practiced the so-called non-technical or soft skills that the International Association of Oil 
& Gas Producers deem helpful for rig team members, which are part of the crew resource man-
agement (CRM) concept (see Table 11 and Table 12) 
Table 11 Example of behaviors allocated to crew resource management, non-technical skills [90, p. 10] 
 
 
Table 12 Proposed skill categories role groups related to wells [90, p. 11] 
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4.5 Summary of the Results 
A transformation from the conflict resolution-based mediation process to a novel safety-me-
diation consultation process has been described in this chapter. According to the literature 
review, this is the first time that the use of the mediation process or EoMs for risk assessment 
has been described.    
This safety-mediation consultation process consists of EoMs from the traditional conflict reso-
lution process. Using these EoMs enables the incorporation of human factors such as emo-
tions, feelings, intuition and imagination into risk assessment. Moreover, the inclusion of all 
stakeholders creates psychological ownership, improves communication, enables organiza-
tional learning and expands the knowledge base for risk analysis.  
An analysis of accidents and the literature review have shown that the engineer’s technical 
way of thinking often dominates in the oil and gas industry. The improved integration of the 
human factor is supposedly helpful for gaining a better understanding of risks due to the ex-
panded pool of shared information.  
In the following chapter, the applicability of the safety-mediation consultation process for a 
human factor-based risk assessment is tested against illustrative examples and field cases from 
the international oil and gas industry.  
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5 Illustrative Examples and Case Histories  
In this chapter, illustrative examples and case histories are discussed. The role of safety medi-
ation or mediative elements used in risk assessment consultations is explored. This includes 
cases in which applying safety-mediation would have contributed to safety and in certain in-
stances might have prevented an accident, as well as examples in which EoMs are established 
components in risk assessment consultations.      
These examples and case histories do not constitute an exhaustive list. Those included in this 
chapter are utilized to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed safety-mediation method and 
identify its possible applications and limitations.  
The illustrative examples are listed in no particular order.   
5.1 Elements of Mediation in the International Standard ISO 31000 
Category:  Regulatory Framework  
Industry:  All  
 
The ISO 31000 standard, which was first published in 2009, is a new globally accepted standard 
for all types of risk assessment. This includes the technical and operational risks that an engi-
neer meets in his or her day-to-day work.  
Previous risk assessment standards and regulations developed differently based on history 
and origin. As such, they carried different sets of definitions, ways to identify and evaluate risks 
and philosophies concerning how to deal with risks. The new standard contains one vocabu-
lary; a common understanding of performance criteria; a defined process for identifying, ana-
lyzing, evaluating and treating risks; and guidance on how to integrate the risk assessment 
process into existing management systems [91]. 
It is interesting to see that the new ISO 31000 standard [52] and its bylaws (ISO Guide 73 [41] , 
ISO 30101 [49] and ISO/TR 31004 [92]) include more recent results of accident and risk assess-
ment psychology.  
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When organizations are implementing new processes, they should consider existing cultures 
and procedures:  
  The risk management process should be 
⎯ an integral part of management, 
⎯ embedded in the culture and practices, and 
⎯ tailored to the business processes of the organization. [52] (emphasis added by the 
author) 
The term “consultative team approach” is defined in ISO 31000 as follows: 
 A consultative team approach may: 
- help establish the context appropriately; 
- ensure that the interests of stakeholders are understood and considered; 
- help ensure that risks are adequately identified; 
- bring different areas of expertise together for analyzing risks; 
- ensure that different views are appropriately considered when defining risk 
criteria and in evaluating risks; 
- secure endorsement and support for a treatment plan; 
- enhance appropriate change management during the risk management pro-
cess; and 
- develop an appropriate external and internal communication and consulta-
tion plan. 
Communication and consultation with stakeholders is important as they make judg-
ments about risk based on their perceptions of risk. These perceptions can vary due 
to differences in values, needs, assumptions, concepts and concerns of stakeholders. 
As their views can have a significant impact on the decisions made, the stakeholders' 
perceptions should be identified, recorded, and taken into account in the decision 
making process. 
 
Communication and consultation should facilitate truthful, relevant, accurate and 
understandable exchanges of information, taking into account confidential and per-
sonal integrity aspects. [52] (emphasis added by the author) 
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Table 13 Elements of mediation that can be identified
34
 in the wording of the ISO 31000 standard (original table) 
 
Element of mediation (EoM) ISO 31000:900 
[52] 
Wording in the standard 
EoM #1: Structured Process 
“…consultative team ap-
proach …”
EoM #2: Voluntary Participation   
EoM #3: Acceptance of Mediator   
EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" Mediator 
" ‘Communication and consul-
tation should facilitate …’… 
truthful …exchange of infor-
mation …“ 
EoM #5: Mediator Leads the Process 
“Communication and consulta-
tion with stakeholders is im-
portant …“ 
EoM #6: Self-Responsibility 
” …they make judgements 
about risk based on their per-
ceptions of risk …” 
EoM #7: Considering the Needs 
“ensure that the interests of 
stakeholders are understood 
and considered” 
EoM #8: Transparency 
“ … exchange of information 
…“ 
EoM #9: Confidentiality 
“… taking into account confi-
dential and personal integrity 
aspects.” 
EoM #10: Equalization of Power 
“… ensure that different views 
are appropriately considered 
…”  
EoM #11: All-Party Involvement 
”bring different areas of exper-
tise together” 
EoM #12: Mediative Communication 
“facilitate truthful, relevant, ac-
curate and understandable ex-
changes of information,  
EoM #13: Mediative Toolbox 
“ …help establish the context 
appropriately … 
EoM #14: Storytelling   
 
  
                                                             
34
 The author is aware that his assignment of wording to an EoM is subjective. There might be better and more 
scientific ways of doing this, for example by applying a linguistics-based discourse analysis (for an example from 
the oil and gas industry, please see the article “Legitimation in corporate discourse: Oil corporations after Deep-
water Horizon” by R. Breeze [151]). However, the author finds it interesting to see wording such as “truthful,” 
“ensure that different view are appropriately considered,” and “taking into account … personal integrity as-
pects” in a standard like this, so in his opinion it is worth mentioning. Most other standards the author analyzed 
look much more “technical” and less “human factor friendly.”    
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  Observations 
As least 11 of the 14 EoMs can be identified in the wording of this standard (see Table 13). 
 
5.2 Drilling the Well on Paper  
Category:  Risk Assessment/Safety Meeting 
Industry:  Oil and Gas  
 
The DWOP exercise is widely used to improve communication among team members, espe-
cially when team members with different backgrounds are involved in an operation (see Table 
14) (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement).  
In the DWOP exercise, members from the operating company, the rig contractor and the ser-
vice companies involved in a certain operation or a particular phase in the well drilling or com-
pletion process meet and go through the entire process step by step, using the written plan-
ning procedure. If facilitated in the right way, the DWOP exercise is a safety meeting, training 
session and risk assessment consultation rolled into one (EoM #4: Impartial "All-Party" Mediator, EoM 
#5: Mediator Leads the Process, EoM #10: Equalization of Power, EoM #12: Mediative Communication). 
The DWOP is one of the established exercises in the oil and gas industry that comes close to 
the safety-mediation process. The basic idea behind the DWOP is that all participants can listen 
to each other’s plans and concerns, while being able to raise their voice and add ideas from 
their own perspective (EoM #1: Structured Process, EoM #6: Self-Responsibility, EoM #7: Considering the 
Needs, EoM #8: Transparency, EoM #11: All-Party Involvement).  
As the planned procedure is used as a basic guideline for the process, interfaces between the 
various operations are defined and adjusted. Safety concerns, sections missing from the pro-
cedures and missing equipment can be identified; a contingency plan can be established at 
the same time, in case something does not happen as expected.  
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Table 14 Suggested participants in the “drilling-the-well-on-paper“ exercise (adapted from [93]) 
 
Operator 
 Drilling manager, if possible 
 Drilling superintendent(s) 
 Drilling engineer(s) 
 Completion engineer 
 
 Drilling supervisor(s) 
 Logistics manager 
 Geologist, geophysicist and 
rock mechanics specialist 
 Reservoir engineer 
 Production superintendent (if 
a simultaneous operation
35
) 
 Health, safety and environ-
ment representative(s) 
Drilling Contractor 
 Rig manager 
 Toolpusher(s) 
 
 HSE representative(s) 
 Driller(s) 
 Subsea engineer(s) (if applica-
ble) 
Service Companies and Equipment Providers 
 Drilling fluids engineer 
 Solids control engineer 
 Drilling waste engineer 
 Cementing engineer 
 Mud logging engineer 
 Bit representative 
 Directional engineer 
 Measurement-while-drill-
ing/logging-while-drilling en-
gineer 
 Managed pressure drilling en-
gineer 
 
 Electric line engineer 
 Casing crew and casing run-
ning tool representative 
 Liner hanger representative 
 
 Coring engineer 
 H2S engineers 
 Testing engineer 
 Wellhead representative  
 BOP nipple up representative 
 
 
 
 Other key stakeholders 
Consultant(s) 
 Safety mediator/facilitator 
 
  
 
The DWOP exercise is well established in the oil and gas industry. One of the first times the 
term was mentioned is in a paper entitled “Engineering design of drilling operations” by Jack 
H. Edwards, which was published in 1964 [94]. Edwards specifically mentions “drilling” wells 
on paper several times, long before the actual operation takes place. He suggests this proce-
dure as a tool that engineers can use to find the best possible drilling option. 
In his paper “Drilling hazards management – Excellence in drilling performance begins with 
planning” [95], David Pritchard describes the use of the DWOP exercise in the risk assessment 
process. He suggests conducting DWOP exercises to identify risks and develop contingency 
                                                             
35
 Simultaneous operation:  the situation on a rig when multiple operations take place at the same time 
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plans for each step of an operation. He emphasizes the importance of rerunning the DWOP at 
any time to account for changes. If the group identifies any unacceptable risks during the pro-
cess, Pritchard strongly advises revising the detected issues and changing the procedure ac-
cordingly.      
In the paper “Overcoming the perceived risk of multilateral wells” [96], the use of the DWOP 
exercise (and its pendant, “completing the well on paper,” or CWOP) to minimize the risks as-
sociated with special drilling operations (here drilling multilateral wells) is advocated. The au-
thors mention that inadequate planning could be assigned to 22.6% of all reported36 opera-
tional failures. In particular, these failures occurred when the DWOP or CWOP process was in-
adequately performed or not performed at all. A common source of failure was these exercises 
not being repeated after well design plans changed. 
The paper “A successful optimization case of drilling and completion operations through man-
agement tools and strategies” [97] describes how the DWOP exercise was used to achieve a 
successful drilling and completion operation in the Castilla Field in Colombia. The authors call 
their strategy simply “putting the house in order” [97], which means that instead of applying 
fancy new strategies, only well-known tools such as DWOP and CWOP were required to attain 
success.   
The authors of that paper specifically mention that the DWOP and CWOP exercises were tools 
for reducing the resistance (also see the term “reactance” in section 2.4.1) of some individuals 
who did not have full ownership of the process in the beginning, such as some of the “most 
experienced company men.”  
The authors also developed an interesting feedback communication model to be applied 
within the DWOP and CWOP exercises (Figure 18). They note that a challenge was having to 
conduct most of the communication between the rigs and the head office in Bogota through 
videoconferences.  
Moreover, the authors assert that the DWOP and CWOP exercises in these drilling and com-
pletion operation ensured that the details of each operation were successfully communicated 
among all participants, as were lessons learned. As an application of the transformative ap-
proach (according to Busch and Folger (Bush & Folger, 2005); see sections 2.4.3), the organiza-
tional learning principle (see section 4.4.3) was successfully utilized. Each company involved 
                                                             
36
 In this report, 822 cases were explored. Failures were reported in 35 cases. These cases were further analyzed to 
determine the root cause. The inadequate DWOP and CWOP exercises were assigned to the root cause “plan-
ning failures” [96]. 
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was able to use the DWOP and CWOP exercises in their own operations and to transfer the 
knowledge obtained into their day-to-day activities.  
The goals, namely to optimize the drilling operation and reduce non-productive time, were 
achieved (total drilling time was reduced by 35%, from 29 to 19 days) by creating a collabora-
tive work environment (team building; see 4.4.1). Commitment and awareness as well as 
knowledge in health, safety and environment (HSE) issues arose throughout the campaign. A 
total of more than USD 50 million savingswas achieved [97].  
 
Figure 18 Information flow model for performance improvement (adapted from [97]). 
  
  Observations 
The DWOP and CWOP exercises are established methods in the oil and gas industry. The 
involvement of all stakeholders in jointly looking at a certain phase of a well (e.g. drilling, 
completion) and going through the planning documents in a step by step way enables eve-
ryone around the table to raise questions or concerns. Facilitated in the right way, the pro-
cess reveals weak points in planning, defines interfaces and identifies possible risks and haz-
ards. These exercises closely resemble the safety-mediation consultation process. 
 
  
Drilling Engineer and Leaders Wells – Field Operations
Company Man (day/night)
Rig SuperintendentsPlanning and Optimization
Engineer
No Drilling Surprises
NPT Reduction
HSA Planning
Risk Management
Technology
Contract Management
Completion Planning
Cost Management
Planning & Lessons Learned
Lessons Learned & Feedback
Office Operations Field Operations
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5.3 Toolbox Meeting 
Category:  Safety Meeting 
Industry:  Oil and Gas  
 
A toolbox meeting or toolbox-talk is an informal meeting for discussing safety issues. In a way, 
it is the “little sister” of the DWOP exercise. A toolbox meeting does not replace formal training 
sessions or risk assessment consultations. A specific topic is usually chosen, but the meeting 
can also be used to make the participants aware of a special operation on the rig floor (e.g. 
when a service company introduces a new tool and particular care is required to handle it in a 
safe way). 
Anyone can lead these meetings. Harvard University’s “Fact Sheet Toolbox Talks” [98] advises 
that the person conducting the meeting should have some specific knowledge about the tool 
or the meeting’s particular topic. However, following the approach of the safety-mediation 
model (see chapter 4), the meeting could as well be conducted by a facilitator acting as the 
safety mediator (EoM #5: Mediator Leads the Process). The key is to maintain the session’s informal 
character, as this is part of the definition of a toolbox meeting. 
The advantage of conducting a meeting as a group discussion is that it improves the involve-
ment of the participants. In accordance with the expected outcome of the safety-mediation 
model (paragraph 4.4), this group meeting will improve communication, empower the crew, 
improve safety and reduce accidents [99]. 
Some have proposed storytelling (EoM #14: Storytelling) as a valuable element of a toolbox meet-
ing. Stories about a hazardous experience such as a near miss or survived accidents are some-
thing that co-workers can relate to and allow empathy to be created. The U.S. government 
circular Strategies for Improving Miner’s Training states: “The difference between toolbox 
training and traditional storytelling is the need to involve the workers by having them take 
part in the story“ [100].       
Toolbox meetings are an integral part of companies’ safety strategies in drilling operations. 
For example, the service company Weatherford proposes that management attends toolbox 
and safety meetings [101]. It also recommends that toolbox meetings be conducted in a way 
that prevents personal attacks. Service company employees should attend regularly in order 
to increase their integration into the drilling rig’s regular crew. 
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Norske Shell/Statoil proposes holding toolbox meetings at each change of operation (such as 
right after tripping out of the hole when a well is being prepared for running casing, using the 
casing running procedure as a guideline) [102]. In a conference paper, Frederiks suggests in-
cluding the safe job analysis in these meetings, which would make them part of the risk as-
sessment consultation.    
Total E&P Uganda describes an interesting application for toolbox meetings in its paper “Man-
aging safety of oil and gas operations in a wildfire area” [103]. As its drilling and production 
activities take place in an area with wildfires, it has a member of the local biodiversity group 
and a ranger participate in toolbox meetings in order to improve the understanding of the 
possible risks that the drilling crew does not usually face (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement). 
Schlumberger recommends the regular attendance of contractors in toolbox meetings as an 
instrument of its safety management system [104] (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement). Another 
Schlumberger publication describes combining a toolbox meeting with a simple version of a 
job safety analysis, which is done especially in order to inspire new employees to embrace the 
company’s HSE culture [105]. 
  Observations 
The selected illustrative examples reveal that the instrument of a toolbox meeting or 
toolbox talk (or tailgate training or standup meeting [99]) is a quick and easy way to include 
all people involved in a specific situation on the rig. Applying EoMs initiates improved com-
munication among crewmembers and generates ideas about possible risks in an informal 
manner. The instrument of storytelling, which facilitates empathy and understanding 
among groups, is specifically mentioned in some toolbox-meeting descriptions.  
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5.4 The Macondo Accident  
Category:  Accident 
Industry:  Oil and Gas  
 
A major accident in the oil and gas industry, namely the Macondo accident, occurred on April 
20, 2010. A gas blowout and an explosion on the oil drilling rig Transocean Deepwater Horizon 
instantly killed 11 workers and led to a disastrous oil spill. Together with the loss of the rig, the 
damages and penalties that the operator company BP had to pay make this accident one of 
the most expensive industrial accidents in history [4].  
The accident came as a shock for the entire oil and gas industry, as it happened on a modern 
semi-submersible rig that was fully equipped with state-of-the art equipment to monitor and 
remotely monitor all important drilling data. The operating company BP and the rig contractor 
Transocean were known to have stringent safety rules and well-trained personnel. The acci-
dent’s location, namely a part of the Gulf of Mexico regulated by U.S. authorities, was not nor-
mally a place where an accident such as this was expected to happen.   
The analysis of this incident revealed an enormous communication mismatch among the in-
dividuals responsible for the drilling operation, as well as a gross negligence of regulations. It 
can be assumed that systemic and process-related regulations were instituted; however, they 
were not followed by the people involved. At this point it can also be speculated that some of 
the rules were simply not fully understood and therefore not accepted by the crew. This opin-
ion was also expressed by the mainstream media. A January 2011 article in Fortune magazine 
states the following: “A Fortune investigation reveals a saga of hubris, ambition, and a safety 
philosophy that focused too much on spilled coffee and not enough on drilling disasters.” 
[106] 
The Macondo accident in the Gulf of Mexico in April 2010 exemplifies a number of similar in-
dustry accidents. It shows that complex human-machine systems involve sociological interac-
tions that are not foreseen by their designers.37 This accident fits into the category of accidents 
in which the human factor sociotechnical component plays a major role (as described by Kra-
mer and Zimolong [55]). 
                                                             
37
 The columnist Megan McCardle writes on May 26, 2011 “When events like this happen, we always ask the same 
question:  how could people be so stupid? How could they ignore what is now plain to us? There will be a lot of 
answers to that question, but I'm willing to bet that a lot of it will end up sounding like ‘We'd ignored those 
problems before, and it always turned out all right.’ " [141] 
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A gas blow-out and consequential fire on the semi-submersible Deepwater Horizon operating 
in the U.S. sector of the Gulf of Mexico instantly killed 11 workers on April 20, 2010; 17 workers 
were also injured. The fire destroyed the platform, which then sank to the bottom of the ocean. 
The blow-out preventers (BOP) failed and an estimated accumulative amount of 5 million bar-
rels (ca. 800,000 m2) of oil was spilled into the Gulf of Mexico in the 87 days following the acci-
dent. A total of 1773 km of the 7058 km of shoreline was identified as “oiled” [107]. The most 
recent calculations of BP indicate that the accident cost the company USD 61.6 billion [108], 
which includes governmental penalties as well as compensations for damages. 
The accident was investigated by the U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board 
(CSB), which published a detailed report in 2014 [109]. Other institutions and groups also con-
ducted accident analyses. This included the non-governmental Deepwater Horizon Study 
Group, which was formed by members of the Center for Catastrophic Risk Management (at 
the University of California, Berkeley) [73], and the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA), which issued a report entitled Academy of Program/Project & Engineer-
ing Leadership – The Deepwater Horizon Accident: Lessons for NASA [110]. 
The CSB’s analysis of the event shows a major involvement of humans and identifies human 
decisions that started the accident [109].38          
5.4.1 Sequence of Events 
The accident’s sequence of events can be seen in Figure 19. This figure, which stems from the 
BP Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report [111], makes use of Reason’s Swiss 
cheese model (see paragraph 3.1) to show the breach of the various well barriers and the flaws 
that led to both the blowout of gas and the explosion. 
                                                             
38
 In 2000 and 2001, the author of this thesis was involved in the design and installation of mechanized rig floor 
equipment on the Transocean Deepwater Horizon and her sister rig Deepwater Nautilus. The customer, BP, pre-
sented a set of very strict regulations to which the equipment and people operating and installing it had to 
comply. It is therefore hard (for the author of this thesis) to understand how the lack of compliance with the 
company’s own regulations led to this disastrous accident only a few years later.     
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Figure 19 Sequence of events of the Macondo accident, depicted in an adaptation of Reason’s Swiss cheese model by BP (adapted 
from [111, p. 31] 
 
The following description of the sequence of events of the Macondo accident is based on the 
timeline presented in the BP report [111, pp. 22-29]: 
 The sequence began during the temporary well abandonment operation. The plan 
was to set a cement plug in the combined 9 7/8” x 7” production casing after it had 
been cemented in place.  
 After running the casing (on April 19, 2010), the cement was pumped downhole and 
into the annulus between the casing and the borehole. In the morning of April 20, 
2010, the top wiper cement plug (which is used to clean cement remains from the 
inside of the casing) was lowered into the well. The quality of a cement job can be 
evaluated by running a measurement log, which is called a cement bond log (CBL). 
This type of log uses ultrasonic waves to measure the contact between both the ce-
ment and the casing and the cement and the formation. At around 07.30 hours (rig 
time) on April 20, 2010, BP decided not to run this log. A positive pressure test was 
instead used to confirm that the cement job was satisfactory.    
 The next step was to replace the mud inside the riser pipe and the upper part of the 
casing with fresh seawater. After deviations from actual pressure readings and pres-
sure simulations in the well were detected, BP decided to use a negative pressure test 
to prove the cement job’s integrity. The conclusion was that the negative pressure test 
Well integrity was not 
established or failed
Hydrocarbons entered
the well undetected and 
well control was lost 
Hydrocarbons ignized on 
Deepwater Horizon
Blowout-Preventer did
not seal the well
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showed that the cement job was satisfactory. However, investigations later showed 
that the negative pressure readings were misinterpreted. The seawater pumping was 
continued when the well started to flow, which meant that the liquid pumped into the 
well did not balance with the fluid leaving the well (a situation known as a “kick”). In 
this kick, the flow of additional reservoir fluid into the well indicates that the previous 
assumption that the cement job was fine was wrong. If the kick fluid is gas, it is under 
the high pressure of the reservoir. A gas bubble rising up the casing will expand by 
volume due to the lower pressures of the upper well section. 
 A rig crew usually has several options to bring a kick under control (e.g. closing the 
BOP or pumping heavier mud into the well). These methods failed. The BOP did not 
close and using heavier mud (which is done to control the hydraulic pressure in the 
casing) was not possible because it had already been (partially) replaced by seawater. 
 When a kick leaves the wellbore in an uncontrolled way, it is called a blowout. This is 
what happened in the evening of April 20, 2010. At 21.49 hours, the gas exited the well 
on the rig floor. An explosive gas-air mixture was sucked in by the generator engine 
through the air inlet and the first explosion occurred. A second explosion took place 
10 seconds later. The explosions instantly killed 11 people who were on the rig floor 
or near the derrick.  
 At 21.52 hours, the Deepwater Horizon called “Mayday” and a rescue operation was 
launched by the Coastguard and nearby vessels. A total of 115 of the 126 individuals 
on board were rescued, including 17 who were injured by the explosion or during 
evacuation of the rig. 
 On April 22 (10.22 hours), the Deepwater Horizon sank. The search for 11 missing peo-
ple (who were later determined to have been instantly killed during the accident, as 
noted above) was suspended. During the following days and months, unsuccessful 
attempts were made to close the BOPs and halt the flowing oil. The uncontrolled flow 
of oil was finally stopped 87 days after the blowout.    
Following the accident, official investigations were launched by various entities (including the 
CSB [109], BP [111] and institutions such as the Deepwater Horizon Study Group [84]). Other 
entities (e.g. NASA) made use of the analyses and findings and issued “lessons learned” reports 
[112].    
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5.4.2 Root-Cause Analysis and the Human Factor  
As shown in section 3.3.2, the human-machine system of an offshore drilling rig is very com-
plex. Moreover, the “sociotechnical system” is a diverse and inhomogeneously structured 
group of people. This kind of systems requires a transparent definition of interfaces and re-
sponsibilities as well as clear structures. As CBS states in their accident investigation report 
[109], these structures were either non-existent or insufficiently communicated in the case of 
the Macondo accident. Regulations were not adhered to and emergency plans were ignored. 
The barriers in the accident’s path contained large “holes” and gaps.  
Besides technical inadequacies, the CBS report specifically mentions communication errors. 
The accident might have been prevented if regulations and process-specific information had 
been clearly communicated by the management of the companies involved, especially BP and 
Transocean. Regulations were ignored, because crewmembers either were simply not fully in-
formed about them by their management or did not understand the impact a bypass might 
have. 39 
As the Macondo well’s operating company, the British company BP issued its own investiga-
tion report in September 2010 [111]. This report asserted that peer-reviewed procedures that 
had been developed and checked by a team of experienced experts were neglected by re-
sponsible individuals on board the platform or changed without consulting the onshore team 
of experts [110].         
The report’s introduction mentions the influence of the human factor, using the terms “human 
judgments” and “team interactions”: 
A complex and interlinked series of mechanical failures, human 
judgements, engineering design, operational implementation and 
team interactions came together to allow the initiation and escala-
tion of the Deepwater Horizon accident. [111, p. 32]  
In his report “This is not about mystics: Or why a little science would help a lot” [113] Paul 
Donley’s lists what he calls “human and technical factors of a typical root cause analysis” (see 
Table 15). A closer look to these factors reveal that they all contain a human factor element.  
 
                                                             
39
 The commission that analyzed the Space Shuttle Columbia accident stated in its accident investigation report 
that “complex systems almost always fail in complex ways” [114, p. 6]. The National Commission on the BP 
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling (which was established by the U.S. President to investigate the 
event) quotes this statement in its report to the U.S. President [115, p. viii]. It wanted to point out that there is 
typically no such thing as a single reason for this kind of accident; numerous factors are very often involved. 
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Table 15 Human and technical factors of a typical root cause analysis (adapted from [114], quoted in [113]). 
 
“Technical Factors”  
(Influenced by human decisions) 
“Human Factors” 
(Commonly perceived human factors) 
 Faulty design  
 Defective equipment  
 Contaminated or defective materials  
 Contaminated or defective supplies  
 Faulty testing procedures 
 Human-machine mismatches  
 Operator error  
 Perceptual constraints  
 Fatigue or stress  
 Ignorance, hubris or folly  
Organizational Systems Factors 
(Caused by humans) 
Socio-Cultural Factors 
(Based on human interactions) 
 Communication failures  
 Faulty group decision-making  
 Policy failures  
 Cost pressures curtailing attention to 
safety  
 Cultural values and norms  
 Institutional mechanisms  
o Regulatory mechanisms  
o Educational systems  
 
As can be seen, in addition to typical human factors (e.g. human-machine mismatches, oper-
ator error), organizational system errors are also listed (e.g. communication failures and faulty 
group decision-making). Socio-cultural factors such as values, norms and regulatory issues are 
included as well. These are all connected to the human factor. However, also some of the tech-
nical design factors can be traced back to the humans responsible for them. For example, the 
design itself cannot be disconnected from the person or team responsible for it. There are only 
a few accidents where investigations do not detect human influence; such accidents are re-
ferred to as “acts of God.”40   
  
                                                             
40
 According to the Business Directory [149], an “act of God” is an “[i]nevitable, unpredictable, and unreasonably 
severe event caused by natural forces without any human interference, and over which an insured party has no 
control, such as an earthquake, flood, hurricane, lightning, snowstorm. Acts of God are insurable accidents and 
valid excuses for non-performance of a contract. Also called act of nature.” 
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5.4.3 Engineering Factors that Contributed to the Macondo Accident 
To determine what type of regular risk assessment or risk assessment consultation might have 
led to an improved integration of the human factor in the risk assessment process, the author 
did a further analysis of the accident causes. 
Officially available sources such as the CSB report [87] and the BP report [89] were used for this 
analysis, as were reports of the Deepwater Horizon Study Group [73], [92] and other docu-
ments dealing with the Macondo accident (e.g. [90], [85], [94]).    
Table 16 shows the main contributing factors to the Macondo accident. The contributing en-
gineering factors were classified into categories such as: 
- type of drilling (here: deep-water drilling);  
- well and casing design;  
- rig operation issues, such as flow-monitoring and negative pressure test;  
- well operations engineering, such as spacer and cement design;  
- rig design considerations (e.g. ignition of the gas from the well by a faulty design of 
the air inlet for the engines); and  
- equipment selection and maintenance issues (e.g. BOP).     
The human factor’s impact on each category of accident cause is qualitatively described in the 
table. The accident causes can be wrong team decisions or wrong decisions made by a single 
person. A red mark (“”) is included in the last column of the table whenever the author is of 
the opinion that a thorough risk analysis (including a safety-mediation consultation) might 
have helped in both identifying the risk and developing ways to mitigate it.  

 
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Table 16 The Macondo accident’s main contributing and human factors (original table, based on analyses and data from [87], 
[89], [73], [90], [72], [93], [115]) 
 
Contributing Factor Human Factor 
 
Deep-Water Drilling  Floating rig 
 Necessity of a riser and a subsea BOP 
 Dynamic positioning or anchoring system 
 Typical crew rotation (e.g. 21/21 days, 12/12 
hours) 
 Dynamic positioning vs. anchoring system 
 Multiple responsibilities and multiple service 
contractors 
 High costs! 
 
These are factors 
vary widely de-
pending on well lo-
cation, type of op-
erations and avail-
ability of equip-
ment 

Well and Casing Design 
 
 Long string rather than liner and tie-back 
 Locking sleeve not yet installed 
 Casing design: string covering several for-
mations with different pressures 
 
These are engi-
neering decisions 
made by the well 
design team  



Flow Monitoring 
 
 Offloading mud at the same time  unclear 
flow indications 
 Flow indications interpreted wrong 
 Hydrocarbons entering the riser  those will 
rise to the rig floor! 
 
These are opera-
tions management 
decisions made by 
the operations 
management team 
on the rig 






Negative Pressure Test 
 
 Procedures not sufficiently clear/no stand-
ards/misinterpreted by team 
 Conducted too soon after cementing, not suffi-
cient waiting on cement time (?) 
 Unusual spacer used 
 
Well design deci-
sions made by en-
gineering teams 
onshore and off-
shore 





Spacer  425 barrels of mixed lost circulation material, 
Form-A-Squeeze and Form-A-Set 
 Normally not used as a spacer 
 May have plugged the kill-line 
 
Operations team 
decisions backed 
up by engineering 
teams onshore and 
offshore 




Cement Design 
 
 Not enough centralizers! 
 New type of cement: nitrogen foam, not tested  
 No CBL was run 
 
Operations man-
agement team de-
cisions, onshore 
engineering (type 




Ignition  Where did ignition take place? Machine room! 
 Engine shut-off only stopped the fuel supply, 
not the air intake containing gas (design!) 
 Engine failure caused immediate power failure 
-> no more dynamic positioning 
 
Rig-design engi-
neering team deci-
sions 






Blowout Preventer 
(BOP) 
 Shutting the BOP did not stop the flow 
 EDS (emergency disconnect system) pushed 
manually but did not work due to fire damage 
 Automatic function failed 
 Remote operated vehicle operation failed 
 
Equipment design 
and selection engi-
neering team deci-
sion 





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5.4.4 Neglected Feelings and Emotions  
In a discussion with the author, Lillian Espinoza-Gala, founding member of the Deepwater 
Horizon Study Group [116], describes some of the emotions and feelings that she heard about 
when interviewing survivors and relatives of the people who were killed (which she did for the 
Deepwater Horizon Study Group’s report) [84]. 
According to the statements that Espinoza-Gala collected, the safety climate on the Deep-
water Horizon prior to the accident was already bad. Around Christmas 2009, the operating 
company BP put a great deal of pressure on the rig operations people. Cost and time con-
straints were an issue. Individuals who did not follow instructions or raised critical voices were 
laid off or quit by themselves. Espinoza-Gala said it was referred to as the “secret vanishing” of 
people.  
In January 2010, Jason Anderson, a tool pusher who was killed on the rig floor during the ex-
plosion, told his father (who was also working in the oilfield): “BP is going to get every single 
one of us killed because they are pressing us to do everything that I had been taught not do 
to. This is not best oilfield practice!” (as quoted in [116]). On March 8, 2010, the Macondo well 
experienced a serious kick. The crewmembers who were killed on April 20, 2010, were part of 
the same crew that experienced the kick in March (with the exception of the mud logger).  
In the Deepwater Horizon Study Group report, Donley lists further human factors that contrib-
uted to the accident. He calls these factors “the elephant in the room dilemma”41 [113, p. 23]:  
 “Denial  
 Flawed designs  
 Questionable life cycle reliability  
 Corner cutting procedures and practices  
 Schedule drivers  
 No learning  
 Presumed competencies  
 Low performance metrics  
 Coaching and training  
 Opaque policies and organizations  
 "wink-wink" the regulations  
 Popular opinion root cause” [113, p. 23]  
 
                                                             
41
 Definition in the Cambridge Dictionary [150]: “If you say there is an elephant in the room, you mean that there 
is an obvious problem or difficult situation that people do not want to talk about.” 
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If the anger, emotions and “elephant in the room” as described by Donley [113, p. 23] had been 
taken seriously by the BP management, either on the rig or in the onshore office and had fa-
cilitated group consultations (i.e. safety mediations) taken place to channel them into valuable 
input for risk assessments, the accident would most probably have been prevented.  
5.4.5 Selected Example: Interpersonal Communication Mismatches  
Different reports on the Macondo accident list a variety of cases in which communication mis-
matches occurred and better communication would have prevented events that ultimately 
together led to the explosion. In the current study, using an insufficient number of centralizers 
for the 9 1/2” x 7” cement job was chosen as an example of an interpersonal communication 
mismatch (in this case, utilizing email instead of a telephone conversation) and possibly of an 
interpersonal conflict that led to a wrong decision.  
 
Figure 20 Insufficient centralization (left) leads to insufficient cement integrity [117] 
 
Centralizers42 are required to allow cement to fill the entire space between the pipe and the 
borehole wall during the cementation process (see Figure 20). In this process, the annulus be-
tween the casing and the borehole is filled with mud. When the cement slurry (which has a 
higher gravitational weight than mud and a completely different viscosity) is pumped through 
the casing shoe, it should replace the mud entirely – preferably leaving no mud pockets be-
hind. Mud pockets and cement infiltrated by residual mud will lead to possible leak paths ra-
dially and axially along the casing axis, nullifying the function of the cement as a well integrity 
barrier element.  
                                                             
42
 This illustrative example was selected because the author has been involved in the cementing process and de-
sign of centralizers during his career. He refers to official reports as well as to personal communication with his 
colleagues during his time at Weatherford in Houston.   
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So-called bow-tape centralizers can be either an integral part of a centralizer sub (see Figure 
21, left picture) or a slip-on type centralizer in combination with a stop-collar (see Figure 21, 
right picture). The function of both centralizer types is the same, if they are installed properly. 
A centralizer’s performance is defined and tested against industry standards such as API-10D 
[118], [119]. 
 
 
Figure 21 An integral spring-bow centralizer, also called a centralizer sub (left [115]), and a bow-spring centralizer with stop-
collar (right [118])  
 
The Evaluation of the Cementing on the 9 7/8 x 7" Production String on the Macondo Well 
report by Benge [115] documents the email exchange between the responsible cementation 
engineer of the service company Halliburton and the BP manager in charge.  
In one of these emails, the Halliburton engineer raised a concern that in his opinion the num-
ber of centralizers planned by BP would not allow for a proper mud replacement and might 
consequently lead to a leak-path behind the casing. The response of the BP manager was that 
the BP supply team already had tried to locate additional centralizers (or their equivalents) but 
were unable to find any that they could get on board in time. The Halliburton engineer started 
his own investigation and called a friend at a centralizer supplier onshore,43,44 who told him 
that fitting centralizers were available and ready to be shipped to the platform as soon as an 
official order from BP came in. The Halliburton engineer immediately contacted the BP man-
ager and reported his findings.  
                                                             
43
 Weatherford in Houston. 
44
 In addition to referring to official reports [109], [140], [110], the author of this thesis also refers to personal com-
munication with his former colleagues at Weatherford in Houston and Lafayette that took place in April 2010, a 
few days after the accident. 
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The BP manager likely did not accept the Halliburton engineer’s initiative to question his word 
by investigating the centralizers’ availability on his own (the author’s hypothesis: a loss-of-au-
thority conflict). When the centralizers were finally delivered to the rig, BP decided to use only 
the 6 integral centralizers that were already on board the rig and not the newly arrived 15 slip-
on centralizers (which have a similar functionality as the integral-type centralizers).  
In his investigation report [115], Benge cites an email exchange between BP and Halliburton 
that notes concerns about the BP manager and the Halliburton engineer. It can be seen that 
both sides had concerns about the final decision to use only 6 centralizers, but it was ultimately 
still made by the BP manager in charge. His email reads “But, who cares, it’s done, end of story, 
will probably be fine and we’ll get a good cement job.”  
Better communication between the two persons involved (preferably facilitated by a safety 
mediator) would have better revealed each individual’s feelings and concerns. The assumed 
interpersonal conflict could have been resolved. A facilitated team meeting (using telephone 
conference or videoconference equipment to communicate from rig to shore) would have 
provided an opportunity to resolve the conflict and concerns and might have led to a better 
decision (e.g. using the additional 15 centralizers in addition to the 6 that were already on 
board). 
Communication by voice is an improvement over written communication, as tone of voice is 
added. Using video improves communication even further, as body language is also added. 
Communicating only by email always includes a risk of miscommunication.    
5.4.6 Would a Safety Mediation Have Helped? 
In September 2010, BP issued its Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report. In an in-
termediate conclusion that deals with the cementing part of the investigation, this report 
states:   
A formal risk assessment might have enabled the BP Macondo well 
team to identify further mitigation options to address risks such as 
the possibility of channeling; this may have included the running of 
a cement evaluation log. [111, p. 35] 
It cannot be said for sure if the application of the new safety-mediation consultation model 
would have solved the communication issues on the Deepwater Horizon. 
In Appendix C, “The Well from Hell” – An Example of a Hypothetical Safety Mediation Consul-
tation, a short example of a safety mediation is shown. The hypothetical scene takes place in 
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a conference room on board the Deepwater Horizon. The date is March 15, 2010. Seven days 
earlier, on March 8, the well had a massive influx of about 6 m3 of formation fluid into the 
borehole while drilling the 14 ¾” x 16” well section at a depth of 4039m. This so-called kick 
caused the drill pipe to be stuck. Attempts to recover the pipe failed and the lower part of the 
well was abandoned [111]. The hypothetical safety mediation consultation shows the facili-
tated communication between some of the stakeholders involved in the kick incident, namely 
the company man, a drilling engineer, the toolpusher, the driller and the safety advisor. The 
hypothetical safety mediation is facilitated by a safety mediator.  
 
  Observations: 
During the entire process of planning and drilling the Macondo well (starting with the well 
design phase and moving through equipment procurement, well operation, maintenance 
operation and the crisis phase during the blowout), insufficient communication and a poor 
exchange of needs and information were present.  
The crew’s emotions and feelings during the months prior to the accident were ignored. 
The Macondo accident most likely could have been prevented if an appropriate risk assess-
ment process (including a safety-mediation consultation among all stakeholders) had taken 
place. 
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5.5 Design Deficiencies Due to Neglecting the Human Factor 
Category:  Equipment Design 
Industry:  Oil and Gas  
 
In a study conducted by a Norwegian research consortium, Gunhild Saetren, Sandra Hogen-
boom and Karin Laumann explore how the human factor was taken into consideration during 
the design and introduction phases of mechanized drilling equipment on offshore rigs in Nor-
way [120]. 
As the study’s name already suggests (“A study of a technological development process – The 
forgotten factor”), Saetren et al. view the consideration and involvement of the human factor 
as insufficient in the case that was investigated. 
Mechanized equipment is usually designed and built by separate service and equipment sup-
ply companies. It may be added to an existing rig as a retrofit [5] or specifically designed during 
the design and build phases of an offshore installation [6]. Mechanization started in the Nor-
wegian North Sea, because Norwegian legislation forced companies early on to replace any 
manual work on the rig floor by mechanized equipment to reduce the risk of injury.  
Complex human-machine interfaces between mechanized equipment on one side and the 
user sitting on the driller’s chair on the other, as described in section 3.3.1 and depicted in 
Figure 10, require an exchange of information between the design team and the team of users. 
As Saetren et al. reveal in their study, an exchange of information concerning requirements 
and needs was lacking in the installation they considered. Their study is based on a qualitative 
methodology that entailed interviewing various people involved in equipment design and 
commissioning processes.  
The study’s primary result is that the human factor was insufficiently taken into account in the 
Norwegian case. Figure 22 shows the effects of neglecting humans in the design process; the 
main effects are as follows: 
- higher costs as planned (“extensive costs”);  
- a “low user friendliness”; 
- and “insufficient knowledge on safe usage and potential risks of the technology by 
end user”. [120] 
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Figure 22 Effects of insufficient human factors and human reliability analysis [120] 
  
Saetren et al. list a number of factors that led to an insufficient incorporation of the human 
factor in the case they studied, such as an inadequate definition of specifications, a lack of 
contextual understanding, a focus on technical safety and the designer’s idea that automation 
would naturally reduce the human error. The study concludes that a human factor analysis 
should be performed throughout an entire project.  
Moreover, we argue that technological design projects would bene-
fit from including human factor experts in the project group from 
the beginning of the project, as human factors analyses potentially 
bridge the gaps between not knowing if important information is 
missing and sufficient information on which to base decisions. [120, 
p. 609] 
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  Observations 
Saetren et al. [120] describe the design and commissioning of mechanized equipment on 
an offshore installation in Norway. By means of their research method (namely interviews), 
they identify a lack of consideration of the human factor. This missing consideration leads 
to high costs, a poor human-machine interface and a potential risk source due to the user’s 
insufficient knowledge concerning how to operate the equipment safely. Saetren et al. sug-
gest introducing a human factor expert to mediate important information throughout the 
process. Integrating a safety-mediation consultation process and trained safety mediator in 
the role of the human factor expert should make it possible to overcome the shortcomings 
in these kinds of projects. By incorporating people from the design team as well as the rig’s 
end user (EoM #11: All-Party Involvement), information about potential risks and mutual require-
ments (EoM #7: Considering the Needs) can be exchanged and the equipment can be designed 
and commissioned on the rig as a joint team effort (EoM #6: Self-Responsibility) – which will cre-
ate psychological ownership in the project for the end user. The end result will be that risks 
related to wrong usage and potential accidents linked to insufficient equipment knowledge 
are minimized.  
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5.6 Successful Application of the Human Factor in the Gulf of Mexico  
Category:  Accident Prevention Program  
Industry:  Oil and Gas 
 
In the 1990s, Shell installed and operated two new offshore platforms: the Ram Powell and the 
Ursa. Hiring personnel was one of the company’s challenges. As not enough workers were 
available in the New Orleans area of Louisiana, people were recruited from all over the United 
States. Almost three quarters (73%) of the new hires had never worked offshore [121].  
The number of new people on the rigs and these individuals’ varied professional and local 
cultural backgrounds were further challenges for the company. Although English was the of-
ficial language on the rigs, workers coming from professions outside the oilfield could not eas-
ily understand each other because they did not know the standard terminology and thus re-
ferred to tools and procedures in a variety of ways.  
Rick Fox, rig superintendent of the Ram Powell, had some experience with introducing the 
human element into an operation from his assignment on the Auger platform. In cooperation 
with external consultants specialized in the human factor, he organized several workshops. 
The exercise was later repeated when the Ursa platform went into service, again lead by Fox 
[121], [122], [123]. 
These initiatives contain a number of EoMs. The management’s full commitment and the fund-
ing it provided for external professional HSE and human factor specialists demonstrated the 
development of a safety culture within the operating company.  
Already during the design phase of the platforms, the element of connecting both sides of the 
complex human-machine interface (as per section 3.3.1) was reflected by integrating users 
into the design teams. This initiative was called human factor engineering (HFE) program 
[122].  
In the Offshore Technology Conference paper “Human factors engineering (HFE): What is it 
and how can it be used to reduce human errors in the offshore industry (OTC 10876)” [124], 
Miller describes eight so-called human organizational factor elements that influence safety 
and efficiency in a work environment. Miller orders these elements from least to most im-
portant, as follows: management participation, workplace design, environmental control, per-
sonnel selection, training, interpersonal relationships, job aids and fitness for duty on the top.  
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Some remarkable exercises were performed as part of Shell’s new human factors initiative. 
Claire Nuer, a human factor specialist from France, approached Fox (Shell) to offer her assis-
tance [125]. She met with the Ursa team and started to talk to Fox and his crew. During the 
team meetings, she applied psychological techniques to get team members speaking differ-
ently than they usually would in their day-to-day lives on the rigs. In their article “An organiza-
tional approach to undoing gender: The unlikely case of offshore oil platforms” [126], Robin J. 
Ely and Debra E. Meyerson claim that Nuer “broke up the gender roles” of the predominantly 
male crew. This point surely is valid. It is also made by other authors who describe life in all-
male crews and the influence of gender-typical behavior on accidents and accident reporting, 
such as David L. Collinson in “ 'Surviving the Rigs': Safety and Surveillance on North Sea Oil 
Installations” [127].   
What Nuer obviously did was to include emotions in the crew’s interactions. During group 
meetings, she helped team members to reveal their fears and listen to each other’s needs. By 
definition (see paragraph 2.3), this is clearly an important EoM (EoM #7: Considering the Needs).  
Alex Spiegel and Hanna Rosin provide a very illustrative description of the way in which team 
members changed their behavior and relationships to each other during the time when Nuer 
was talking to the Shell crewmembers. In their (U.S.) National Public Radio show Invisibilia 
(June 17, 2006) [125]. They interviewed Fox and some of his co-workers about their experi-
ences and memories about the time they spent in these workshop sessions and life on the rig 
thereafter.  
There was initially reactance, as many of the oil workers did not want to share stories and emo-
tions with their colleagues. However, people increasingly open up during these sessions 
(which were held in New Orleans). They shared stories about their families, childhood prob-
lems and failed adult relationships and became better able to express their emotions the more 
they heard stories from their colleagues. People even started to cry.  
Relationships among the oil workers changed in a surprising way after these sessions. They 
started to care for each other on the rigs and looked out for each other’s safety. Supported by 
the management, the teams developed a positive error attitude. Statements such as “No one 
gets blamed for mistakes” and “Safety is priority” [126] were not only empty phrases. The 
safety culture was fully supported by the company management and “lived” by the employ-
ees.    
[We had to be taught] how to be more lovey-dovey and more 
friendly with each other and to get in touch with the more tender 
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side of each other type of thing. And all of us just laughed at first. It 
was like, man, this is never going to work, you know? But now you 
can really tell the difference. Even though we kid around and joke 
around with each other, there’s no malice in it. We are a very differ-
ent group now than we were when we first got together— kinder, 
gentler people. (production operator, quoted in [126]. 
Shell’s accident rate on the Ursa platform fell by 84% [128] while the rig’s efficiency and relia-
bility simultaneously rose (Ursa’s up time in 2000: 99%; cost savings for Shell: more than USD 
40 million [121]).  
The Human Element work was a transformation when it occurred in 
our business. So many people were touched by it. It’s been very big 
in my life, and I believe it was an essential catalyst to what we ac-
complished. (Rick Fox, quoted in [121])  
Do you think that, in hindsight, BP might have benefited from, you 
know, having this kind of work with all the people that were even-
tually involved in Horizon before it happened? I do. (Rick Fox, 
quoted in [125]) 
 
  Observations 
Shell’s introduction of a new “human factor” philosophy to the design and operation of 
offshore platforms in the Gulf of Mexico in the 1990s helped the company to improve its 
safety performance while increasing effectiveness and reducing non-productive time. 
The operation of the platforms benefited from the introduction of a kind of safety media-
tion, facilitated by an external consultant who incorporated emotions and needs into the 
consultation sessions. This process helped to create a very positive safety climate. Crew-
members took care of and helped each other, which helped to increase the rigs’ safety and 
efficiency.  
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6 Discussion, Concerns and Limitations  
This chapter looks at some critical views on risk assessments, especially those that make use 
of psychological factors (such as emotions and feelings). It is based on a literature review as 
well as on discussions the author had with safety specialists, researchers and managers from 
the oil and gas industry throughout his research. 
6.1 We are Already Working Safely – Aren’t We? 
The report Safety performance indicators – 2015 data of the International Association of Oil & 
Gas Producers [129] shows a constant downward trend for the lost time injury frequency45 and 
the total recordable injury rate during the past decade (see Figure 23). This is surely an indica-
tion of the efforts that the international oil and gas industry has put into its safety systems in 
recent years.  
 
Figure 23 Lost time injury frequency and total recordable injury rate (2006–2015) [129, p. 8] 
 
On the other hand, the number of fatalities (in total numbers) as well as the fatal accident rate 
(expressed as the number of fatalities per 100 million hours worked) do not show such a clear 
picture. Although a general downward trend can be seen between 2006 and 2014, the number 
of fatal accidents again rises in 2015 (see Figure 24).  
                                                             
45
 Lost time injury frequency: The number of lost time injuries (fatalities + lost work day cases) per million 
hours worked. Total recordable injury rate: The number of recordable injuries (fatalities + lost work day 
cases + restricted work day cases+ medical treatment cases) per million hours worked [129]. 
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Analyzing the accident statistics in more detail enables the rising number of fatalities to be 
specifically assigned to offshore work. The number of these accidents that end fatally seems 
to be stagnant or even increasing again in the past few years (see Figure 25).  
 
 
Figure 24 Number of fatalities and fatal accident rate (2006–2015) [129, p. 7] 
   
 
Figure 25 Fatal accident rate by on- and offshore operations (2006–2015) (adapted from [129, p. 21]) 
 
From looking at the figures, it might not be appropriate to assume that the international oil 
and gas industry is doing all that can be done. The application of safety mediation within the 
risk assessment process is not only supposedly improving safety. The improvement in the per-
ceived safety culture and the effects of team building and increased care for each other should 
contribute to overall performance.  
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6.2 Economic and Time Constraints 
A safety-mediation consultation requires preparation and the participation of a certain num-
ber of people involved in the risk assessment process. 
Any group-based risk consultation takes more time than an analysis that entails a single risk 
assessor ticking off a checklist.     
Due to the nature of the process, the time requirement is likely to be higher than for a consul-
tation in which the facilitator simply check topics discussed off a list.  
6.3 Required Mediator/Facilitator Qualifications 
A facilitator who applies the safety-mediation consultation approach requires extra training. 
Training for mediators working in conflict resolution typically takes between 120 and 200 
hours (e.g. in Germany: 120 hours, [130]). A university degree in mediation requires a workload 
of over 1000 hours (e.g. in Germany: 1650 hours [131]).  
Table 17 and Table 18 list the competencies and skills typically required by a mediator. 
Table 17 Mediator competencies [132] 
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Table 18 Skills and competencies, qualities and desirable knowledge/experience  for a mediator [132] 
 
The above-mentioned communication-type training would be on top of the education that is 
already required for risk assessment facilitators. Such training is a budgetary as well as a time 
burden for a company willing to look into this new safety mediation method.  
6.4 Safety Mediation is Neither Field-proven nor Officially Recognized 
The safety-mediation consultation model is not field-proven and has not been approved by 
any company or regulatory authority as a tool for safety consultation. Although international 
standards such as ISO 31000 [52] do not particularly specify the method that should be used 
to conduct a consultation, the method proposed in the current study has not (yet) been offi-
cially introduced or found acceptance.  
6.5 Potential Obstacles When Applying the Safety-Mediation Approach  
Although targeted to all types of risk assessments and risk assessment consultations, some 
statements from the article “Risk assessments, top 10 pitfalls & tips for improvement” by Lyon 
and Hollcroft [133] may be particularly of interest when assessing the validity of the safety-
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mediation consultation model. Lyon and Hollcroft mention that it is important that the goals 
of a risk assessment’s objectives are clearly defined. Guidance by a trained and experienced 
facilitator is required if the consultation is to focus sufficiently on the tasks [133, p. 29].    
Lyon and Hollcroft also note that risk assessment consultations should be “objective & une-
motional” [133, p. 32]. This contradicts the above-mentioned advantages of a safety-media-
tion consultation, in particular that including emotions and feelings in risk assessment consul-
tations beneficial (see paragraph 4.4.5). According to Lyon and Hollcroft, too many emotions 
may disturb the process. Especially opinions about perceived risks that are influenced by in-
tense personal experience or influential people might distort the result of a risk assessment. 
Risks might be exaggerated, or dominant group members might influence the outcome of the 
process by being too emotional [133, p. 32].46   
The emotions subject is also covered in the Final Report on the Investigation of the Macondo 
Well Blowout of the Deepwater Horizon Study Group, which states that: “In the majority of 
cases, judgments of the likelihoods and consequences of failures (e.g., blowout) appear to 
have been based on unsubstantiated feelings. The available documentation does not indicate 
any of the participants had major formal training or qualifications in risk assessment and man-
agement of complex systems” [84, p. 86]. Feelings can be a problem here, especially if they are 
not properly assessed and combined with profound knowledge of risk assessment techniques.  
Contrary to this opinion, Helene Hermansson argues in her article “Defending the conception 
of ‘objective risk’ ” [134] that the objectivity of a risk or a risk perception cannot just be deter-
mined by the fact that it can be measured. She supports the idea that emotions and feelings 
should be used as input for a risk assessment and then ranked and validated by the process.47 
This is an argument in favor of the safety-mediation consultation process.    
 
 
                                                             
46
 On the other side, Lyon and Hollcroft also mention that these shortfalls can be overcome by a competent mod-
eration of the process, which again speaks for the safety-mediation consultation if it is facilitated by a well-
trained and experienced safety mediator.  
47
 Hermansson’s article is not directly about work safety risks but more about risks in a social context, for example 
environmental risks due to industrial activities. However, as the Macondo case shows, these two risk categories 
are often closely interconnected. Therefore, the argument she makes is also applicable to this thesis.    
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7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research  
The work of an engineer is closely entangled with safety. An engineer’s perception of the 
“safety” task is traditionally inherent in his or her design. However, in the technical world most 
machines and systems designed by engineers contain a human element, which engineers 
have to consider when making their designs. 
In the upstream oil and gas industry (namely drilling, production and workover operations), 
petroleum engineers – including drilling and production engineers – are responsible not only 
for design but also for operational and organizational aspects. The human factor becomes 
more important in complex offshore operations. Incorporating safety into a system design re-
quires identifying, analyzing and evaluating risks and ensuring that any not accounted for are 
taken consideration. This process requires communication among everyone involved in the 
process. 
This thesis has described the transformation from a conflict resolution-based mediation pro-
cess to a new safety-mediation process. The elements that compose the mediation process 
(i.e. EoMs) have been analyzed and attributed to the safety-mediation consultation process. 
Applying the EoMs and the safety-mediation consultation to the risk assessment process ena-
bles this process to be enhanced with human factors such as emotions, feelings, intuition and 
imagination. The inclusion of all stakeholders creates psychological ownership, improves com-
munication, facilitates organizational learning and expands the knowledge base for the risk 
analysis.        
The applicability of the safety-mediation consultation process for a human factor-based risk 
assessment has been shown and tested against illustrative examples and field cases from the 
international oil and gas industry. Possible concerns and limitations have also been identified 
and discussed. Similar processes that are already being implemented in the oil and gas indus-
try have been compared with the proposed model; an analysis of EoM content has been used 
to identify common features.     
The practical field cases considered strongly support the applicability of the mediation and 
mediative elements for improving integration of the human factor into risk assessment; none-
theless, further research should be undertaken to establish clear evidence that this communi-
cation model increases safety in the international oil and gas industry. This research could en-
tail role-play exercises that compare work groups that conduct a risk assessment in a tradi-
tional way with work groups that use the safety-mediation approach. 
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The author is convinced that once accepted and established, the safety-mediation approach 
will add a dimension that improves communication in the oil and gas industry. Educated safety 
mediators will facilitate the way in which engineers and the “users” of engineered systems 
interact and help them to better understand each other’s needs.  
If risk assessment consultations following the safety-mediation approach would have been 
used systematically and consequently in the past, accidents such as the Macondo accident 
might have been prevented.  
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“The scientific man does not aim at an immediate re-
sult. He does not expect that his advanced ideas will 
be readily taken up. His work is like that of the 
planter—for the future. His duty is to lay the founda-
tion for those who are to come, and point the way.”  
 
Nikola Tesla [135] 
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Appendices 
Appendix A, List of needs according to Marshall Rosenberg [17] 
 
Autonomy  
 
 to choose one's dreams, goals, and values  
 to choose one's plan for fulfilling one's dreams, 
goals, and values Celebration  
 to celebrate the creation of life and dreams ful-
filled  
 to celebrate losses: loved ones, dreams, etc. 
(mourning)  
Integrity  
 
 authenticity  
 creativity  
 meaning  
 self-worth  
Interdependence  
 
 acceptance  
 appreciation  
 closeness  
 community  
 consideration  
 contribution to the enrichment of life (to exercise 
one's power by giving that which contributes to 
life)  
 emotional safety  
 empathy  
 honesty (the empowering honesty that enables us 
to learn from our limitations)  
 love  
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 reassurance  
 respect  
 support  
 trust  
 understanding  
 warmth  
Physical Nurturance  
 
 air  
 food  
 movement, exercise  
 protection from life-threatening forms of life: vi-
ruses, bacteria, insects, predatory animals, etc.  
 rest  
 sexual expression  
 shelter  
 touch  
 water  
Play  
 
 fun  
 laughter  
Spiritual Communion  
 
 beauty  
 harmony  
 inspiration  
 order  
 peace 
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Appendix B, Ten system analysis methods – positive and negative arguments (Harms-
Ringdal [136]) 
 
Table used with the permission of the author. 
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Appendix C, “The Well from Hell” – An Example of a Hypothetical Safety Mediation 
Consultation 
In this appendix, a short example of a safety mediation is shown. The purpose of this hypo-
thetical scene is to illustrate how a safety mediation is conducted. Names and characters are 
products of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual per-
sons is entirely coincidental. The location (on board the Deepwater Horizon) is real, as are 
some of the events mentioned in this scene. 
The hypothetical scene takes place in a conference room on board the Deepwater Horizon. 
The date is March 15, 2010. Seven days ago, on March 8, the well had a massive influx of about 
6 m3 of formation fluid into the borehole while drilling the 14 ¾” x 16” well section at a depth 
of 4039m. This so-called kick caused the drill pipe to be stuck. Attempts to recover the pipe 
failed and the lower part of the well was abandoned [111]. Figure 26 shows the timeline of the 
drilling activities in the Macondo field since the day the first rig, the Marianas, started to drill 
in this field.  
 
Figure 26 Timeline of the drilling activities in the Macondo field prior to the accident (adapted from [137]) 
 
The hypothetical safety-mediation consultation takes place to discuss event and to develop 
solutions in order to prevent a reoccurrence of such an incident.  
  
March 15, 2010
Hypothetical Safety Mediation
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The following people participate (see Figure 27) 
 Safety mediator Mike, an external consultant, who has recently been hired by the op-
erator company to facilitate all safety related processes. 
 Company man Bert, the representative of the operator company.  
 Drilling engineer Eliza, head of the drilling engineering team of the operating com-
pany. 
 Toolpusher Ted, an employee of the drilling contractor. 
 Driller David, head of the drilling contractor’s team. 
 Safety advisor Anna, responsible for all regulatory and internal safety related issues of 
the entire operation, employee of the operating company.   
 
Figure 27 Participants of the hypothetical safety-mediation consultation (original illustration, see also Figure 15 in paragraph 
4.2) 
 
All participants are sitting in the conference room around a table. The atmosphere is tense.  
Mike Ladies, gentlemen, thanks to everyone to come to this meeting on 
such a short notice. I understood you had some trouble with the 
well a few days ago and you are still working on the issue.  
Ted Some trouble!? We have had trouble since we started drilling here! 
We had one kick after the other, it started when we drilled with the 
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Marianas last year! We had kicks, we had losses, we had all other 
kind of c… going on! We are drilling the well from hell here! 
Bert Oh come on, Ted, sure, we had some issues but nothing that we 
weren’t able to handle. You all know that we are way behind the 
schedule. And your rig costs us half a million dollar a day! Your guys 
are not even capable of detecting a little kick!  
David Please be fair, Bert. I know it took us 33 minutes to find out what 
really happened but we got it under control! But I have to agree 
with Ted: what we are doing here is not safe! The casing program 
you guys designed causes us nothing but trouble!   
Eliza The program was designed to the condition we expected, David. It 
has all been checked and agreed upon with the team back in Hou-
ston. How can we know exactly what goes on downhole? You 
know how accurate the predictions of the geologists are! 
David Exactly! Nobody knows what is going on down there. That’s why 
we need to include contingencies! Your casing scheme is c…! 
Anna David, it is all according to the recommendations and rules! We are 
following the guidelines and all is in good order. 
Ted Nothing is OK, Anna! Everything is going south! You will kill us all 
here! And your cement is c… too! I heard something from the ce-
menting guys, I tell you! This ain’t going to work!  
Mike does not interrupt the lively discussion at this point. He knows that during this phase 
of a safety mediation the emotions may go high. Every participant states their positions and 
it all seems to be about who is right and who is wrong.  
After a while, Mike calls the meeting to order.  
Mike OK, please, ladies, please gentlemen, let us stick to the rules we all 
agreed on during our first meeting. Remember, you said you 
wanted to avoid any personal offense and listen to what the others 
have to say without interrupting them. So, let me start with Bert. 
Bert, what is your idea about the issue and the kick, what do we 
need to do to avoid anything like this in the future?  
Bert Well, as I said before, we cannot afford any further delay. We are 
behind schedule and way above budget … 
Ted (interrupts) That is no excuse on what pressure is being put on us! I had people 
quitting because they don’t feel safe here on the rig and …  
Mike Please, Ted, let Burt finish what he has to say! You not only agreed 
to this rule but you yourself contributed to develop them. 
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The discussion continues in a more orderly way now. Still, everyone states his or her posi-
tions. Mike recognizes that there is seems to be hidden information somewhere which he 
plans to reveal during the next phase. After the lively discussion calms down a bit, Mike picks 
up some of the information that he thinks Ted can contribute.  
Mike Ted, you said something about people quitting. Can you please tell 
us more about that? 
Ted Sure, I had five people officially quitting and wo people did not 
come back after their last hitch. When I called them, they said that 
they don’t feel safe any longer on this rig after the events of Feb-
ruary where we had massive losses! The feel that nobody is taking 
their feelings and concerns serious.  
Mike So, Ted, what you are saying is that you had people leaving the op-
eration because they were scared? 
Ted Right! 
Mike Bert, did you know about that? 
Bert (seems to be  
genuinely surprised) 
No, not really, Mike. What is this about? Anna, Eliza, did people talk 
to you about any issues they had? 
Anna Well, yes, I had some people approaching me and telling me some 
stories about that the Macondo field is jinxed or something like 
that. I told them that we all work according to the regulations. We 
even do more than that. After each shift, our key people sit down 
for a couple of minutes and write down what safety issues they saw 
and what risks and how these risks can be mitigated.  
Mike And what do you do with these documents? 
Anna I put them into the risk assessment files, of course! 
Eliza But shouldn’t we know about these issues, Anna? I mean, me and 
my team are responsible for the well design and the safety of the 
operation, so we should know about the concerns people have 
and also about the perceived dangers they see. We have to take 
the fears of the people serious, even if there are no real dangers 
behind them.   
David I agree with you, Eliza, that we need to talk to our peole! And we 
need to listen to what they have to say! Remember the old saying 
“The well is talking to you! Listen!”? My people are constantly lis-
tening to what the well tells them …  
Ted .. and what the well is telling them is that this is a well from hell! 
Mike Ted, please! Let David finish.  
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David Well, what I wanted to say is that we should make sure that the 
concerns of my people are being taken serious and that you, Eliza 
and Bert, need to listen to them!  
The group discusses solutions on how the communication between the people on the rig 
floor and the engineering team could be improved. Bert, who seemed genuinely surprised 
about what he just heard, supports the jointly found solution. After the solution has been 
agreed upon, Mike continues the consultation.   
Mike Ted, you seemed to have some information about the cement. Can 
you tell us more about that? 
Ted Well, it’s just a feeling that we are not doing the right thing here! 
Mike You said something about what you heard from the cementers. 
Ted Yeah, but I don’t think I should tell it here. I am not sure if this is 
relevant. 
Eliza Please, Ted, I know you have a long lasting experience working on 
these rigs out here and your gut feeling often is right. What is it 
what you heard? 
Ted Well, you know, Eliza, I know someone from the cementing people 
back in Houston. We met at a local pub during my time off  and I 
heard them saying that the cement you guys planned to use is not 
working. They made tests and found out that the foam thing is too 
weak or something like that.  
Bert You mean that the tests the cementing people have done didn’t 
show the results we expected? Eliza, did you know about that? 
Eliza No, Bert, I didn’t. I know it is a newly developed cement but I 
thought that we had gotten the OK from our people in Hosuton to 
go ahead with that cement.  
Ted Houston, we have a problem … 
Bert Eliza, can you please follow up on this? We need to make sure that 
the cement is perfect for the last casing string; otherwise we will 
never be able to safely abandon the well in April!  
Eliza Sure, Bert, I will do that! 
Mike OK, let us again come back to what you said, Ted. ‘Well from hell’ – 
that sounds quite serious. What is that about?  
Ted Well, that’s the expression I heard from my people. ‘Well from hell’ 
and ‘they are killing us all out here’!  
Facilitated by Mike, the group starts to discuss how they can integrate the crewmember’s 
opinions and feelings into their risk assessments. Communication seems to be the key, so they 
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all agree that the crewmembers will form risk assessment teams where they discuss observa-
tions, feelings and possible solutions, facilitated by Mike. Even Bert, who is under a lot of pres-
sure from his own management, agrees that the safety of the people and the rig is worth the 
effort.  
